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CS Energy is one of Australia’s largest generators with a trading portfolio of 4,105 megawatts and the
capacity to meet more than 10 per cent of the country’s electricity demand.
We run a 24/7 physical trading desk with systems and training to ensure compliance with the complex
National Electricity Rules.

Our services
CS Energy can assist market semi-scheduled renewable generators like solar and wind farms with:
Bidding services
SCADA and AEMO MMS table data
Software tools and screens
Compliance program
If you would like to explore CS Energy’s services, please contact Stephen Hoult. Phone: 07 3854 7452,
email: shoult@csenergy.com.au or visit www.csenergy.com.au/what-we-do/selling-energy
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EDITORIAL

FROM THE EDITOR

G

reat news about the Renewable Energy Target getting the
bullseye treatment ahead of the 2020 deadline, wasn’t it?
Things were a bit shakey a few years ago but look what can get
done when you have firm political policy to support the construction
of 6,400MW of large-scale capacity over a few years. Three cheers for
clean energy believers. And clean energy investors!
So, that job’s done, then. What comes next?
It’s a little hard to tell. After 2020, we appear to be looking into a
deep void. If I could be brave enough to peer into the minds of the
ruling Coalition government and have a guess at what they’re
thinking, it might be that they believe it’s time for clean energy to
stand on its own in a free market.
“If [renewable energy] makes economic sense all on its own, it
doesn’t need the government to hold its hand anymore,” Prime
Minister Scott Morrison told reporters in Melbourne days after the
RET was met.
Most of the states think otherwise, of course, and its highly unlikely
coal and gas — our largest exports — will ever have a rug pulled out
from under them. Look, sure the government’s worried about coal
entering a long and lonely death phase, but why be nostalgic? In this
very issue of EcoGeneration we have strident forecasts about our
capacity to export solar energy (page 41 and 56). And, Scott, even our
LNG giants are switching to solar (page 22).
So let’s get something straight: there is no if about renewables
making economic sense, OK? They just do!
And now I’ve got that off my chest may I say — enjoy the issue.

Jeremy Chunn
EcoGeneration editor
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EcoGeneration is printed on Lumi paper
which is PEFC-certified and manufactured in
an ISO 14001-certified mill. Lumi paper also
contains premium white waste paper,
reducing matter going into landfill.
This magazine is available to interested parties
throughout Australia and overseas. The
magazine is also available by subscription.
The publisher welcomes editorial contributions
from interested parties, however, the
publisher and the Editorial Board accept no
responsibility for the content of these
contributions and the views contained therein
are not necessarily those of the publisher or of
the Editorial Board. The publisher and the
Editorial Board do not accept responsibility for
any claims made by advertisers.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise in writing, by
providing editorial material to Paragon Media,
including text and images, you are providing
permission for that material to be
subsequently used by Paragon Media, whole or
in part, edited or unchanged, alone or in
combination with other material in any
publication or format in print or online or
howsoever distributed, whether produced by
Paragon Media and its agents and associates
or another party to whom Paragon Media has
provided permission.

Average Net Distribution 7,000
Period ending March 2019

Stefan Jarnason is a pioneer in the development of the solar industry. His 20 years of
experience includes PV research, development of the world’s first AC module system
Plug&Power, developing the Combined Cycle durability test program used globally, building
a 20MW manufacturing facility in Germany, PV system design, large-scale solar power
plant development and solar monitoring. He holds several patents and as co-founder and
CEO of Solar Analytics leads a team of engineers, developers and designers.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
NEW TECHNOLOGY, NEW PROJECTS, NEW IDEAS

T

he approaching summer may be
uncomfortably hot for Victorians,
especially if they all reach for the
air-con at once. The Australian Energy
Market Operator has released its 2019
Electricity Statement of Opportunities
which forecasts tight electricity supplydemand conditions in several states for
the coming summer, and Victoria gets a
special mention.
Compared to last year’s forecast,
AEMO observes greater risks of load
shedding due to uncontrollable, but
increasingly likely, high-impact events
such as simultaneous unplanned
outages during hot days. For the
immediate summer, findings highlight
the impact of major generation outages
in Victoria and the need for additional
reserve resources and reflect the
measured impact of a deterioration of
reliability of ageing thermal generators.
“AEMO is working closely with
governments to prepare for this
summer by securing additional
resources to meet peak summer
demands,” said AEMO managing
director and CEO Audrey Zibelman.
“We need to harness all the
resources we have in the system,
together with the opportunities that
come with the technological advances
occurring in the industry to meet
current and future energy demands at
the lowest cost possible.”
AEMO’s Summer Readiness
Plan aims to reduce the risk of
involuntary load shedding during peak
summer periods and the agency is
pushing for targeted transmission
augmentation and rule changes.

ARENA backs
hydrogen project

T

he Australian Renewable Energy
Agency is supporting the emerging
hydrogen fuel sector with $950,000 in
funding for gas company BOC to produce
the fuel using renewable energy in
Queensland. The $3.1 million pilot project
will involve the installation of a 220kW
electrolyser and a 100kW solar array at
BOC’s Bulwer Island gas facility. The
electrolyser will have the capacity to
produce 2,400 kilograms of hydrogen a
month, with 50kg a day reserved for a
vehicle refuelling station.
ARENA CEO Darren Miller said BOC’s
project would demonstrate the production
and use of renewable hydrogen in refuelling,
and in existing gas production and supply
chains. “Hydrogen is a huge opportunity for
Australia, both in our domestic economy

Fairy penguins flip out over solar

T

he fairy penguins who waddle out of the waves onto Phillip Island each evening are
happy to see we humans are doing our bit to keep the sea nice and cold for them, with
the solar installation at the new Phillip Island Penguin Parade visitor centre meeting
their feathery approval.
To meet the island’s target of being carbon neutral by 2030, Phillip Island Nature Parks
has installed 200kW of solar on the roof of its new visitor centre. Gippsland Solar used 666
Trina Solar Honey M Plus 315 mono perc modules for the installation, picking the panels for
their ability to withstand wind loads of 2,400pa and 35mm hailstones flying at 97km/h.
This coastal area can get very cold in winter. But despite this, the installation is still
generating 370kWh. Much higher output is expected in summer.

CAN’T WAIT FOR THE NEXT EDITION OF ECOGENERATION?
Sign up for the FREE weekly newsletter and check out our website at ecogeneration.com.au
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and internationally as an emission-free
energy source but it is still in its early stages.
In Australia, hydrogen has applications
across transport, heavy industry and as
energy storage injected into our existing gas
networks. Internationally, we are well
placed to become a leading exporter of
hydrogen,” Miller said.
A report by ACIL Allen Consulting
predicted Australia’s hydrogen export
industry could be worth $1.7 billion annually
to the economy and create 2,800 jobs by
2030. Last year, ARENA also awarded $22.1
million to 16 hydrogen research projects.

» The latest in policy
» Project updates
» Industry news

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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AEMO warns of
summer supply
shortfalls

Introducing

LoRa Solutions

Long Range Connectivity.
License Free.
Learn more at rfi.com.au/lorasolutions

NEWS IN BRIEF

W

indy Victoria is set to welcome
the southern hemisphere’s
largest wind far, with
WestWind Energy Australia’s
partnership with GE Renewable Energy
to co-develop the 1GW Golden Plains
wind farm near Rokewood, about
100km west of Melbourne. The project
will be powered by GE’s Cypress
onshore wind turbines, with the first
stage of construction expected to start
in 2021 and total capacity projected to
be online by about 2025.
The Golden Plains project has been
in development for over eight years.
“WestWind Energy’s roots are local –
we are a team of just 16, all of whom are
based in Victoria,” said managing
director Tobias Geiger. “We operate in
a different way to the big utilities and
developers – we work where we live
and are part of the local fabric.”
GE Renewable Energy’s Cypress
platform utilises a two-piece blade
design to maximise blade length, drive
costs down and offer more siting
options. Previous WestWind Energy
projects include the 130MW Mt Mercer
Wind Farm and, currently under
construction, the Moorabool Wind
Farm and Lal Lal Wind Farm.
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A

ustralian solar technology developer
5B has been selected as Sun Cable’s
preferred technology on the
development of the solar farm component
of the Australia-Singapore Power Link
project, a $20 billion, 10GW solar farm with
20-30GWh storage near Tennant Creek in
the Northern Territory.
The project will begin construction in late
2023, with power exported to Singapore via
a 3,750km undersea HVDC cable, providing
up to 20% of the island state’s electricity.
5B’s Maverick technology is a modular,
concertinaed solution that can be
transported to site in containers and then
folded out as arrays. 5B will deploy a special
variant of its Maverick solution called the

Big Field Maverick, or BFM. The Big Field
Maverick is designed for use in megawattand gigawatt-scale projects, the company
says, with expectations of more than
15MWp a day, or 1MW per person per week.
The first block of Maverick technology
was deployed in July to commence onsite
monitoring of the solar and meteorological
conditions at the Sun Cable site.
The project is scheduled to start
producing power from late 2027.
The Maverick blocks for the project will
be fed to the site from Darwin in the north
and Adelaide in the south by the DarwinAdelaide railway line. At the peak of
delivery, they will be deployed at a rate of
more than 100 BFMs, or 15MWp, per day.

PHOTOS: SUPPLIED

WestWind and
GE team up for
1GW project

Fold-out arrays chosen for speedy
10GW Tennant Creek solar build

www.ecogeneration.com.au

INDUSTRY UPDATE

Lessons from the big black
Legal action over four wind farms’ alleged role in the South Australia blackout of 2016 will only
encourage the anti-renewables crowd, writes Clean Energy Council CEO Kane Thornton.

W

orking in energy and climate
change for close to two decades,
you come to expect the
unexpected. While the recent decision by
the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) to
take four wind farms to court over the statewide South Australian blackout in 2016 may
not rank with the toppling of a prime
minister (or four), it certainly blindsided
most of the industry.
The system black event happened almost
three years ago, and it has been put under
the microscope pretty thoroughly by now.
The primary cause was a once-in-50 years
storm that essentially blew the state’s power
system inside out. With tens of thousands of
lightning strikes and a series of mini-

tornadoes that took down more than 20
huge electricity pylons, this was no normal
weather. Some of the steel towers bent in
half like paperclips, as three out of the four
transmission lines stretching across the
state were taken out.
As many noted at the time, it wouldn’t
have made any difference if the state’s
Northern coal plant was still in service and
was able to withstand the storm, as the
transmission lines linking it with the rest of
the state were lying on the ground.
What we also know is that the protection
settings on four wind farms caused them to
disconnect from the power system to protect
the turbines and stop potentially catastrophic
damage. All power plants have protection
settings, which detect when the electrical
operating conditions are unsafe. Allowing
power plants to continue operating in unsafe
environments could result in extensive
damage to specialised machines which are
worth many millions of dollars.

PROTECTING PLANT AND PEOPLE

Kane Thornton has more than a
decade’s experience in energy policy
and leadership in the development
of the renewable energy industry.
Deconstructing industry trends and
movements as well as federal and state
renewable policies for the benefit of the
wider industry, Kane’s column is a
regular feature in EcoGeneration.
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In the case of the 2016 blackout, it is now
acknowledged that the protection settings
on these wind farms were too sensitive.
They detected multiple electrical faults over
a few seconds as the transmission lines
started to tumble, and automatically
disconnected from the power system.
The interconnector with Victoria was
already drawing a lot of power from
interstate, and the sudden loss of the wind
farms caused it to overload and shut down.
The state went dark.
As Tony Wood of the Grattan Institute
noted on Twitter following the court
action announcement, these protection
settings are “all about stability settings to
protect plant and people. Nothing to do
with high levels of the renewables.
Confusing the two is wrong and will lead
to wrong conclusions.”
Some journalists were absolutely
painstaking in the way they reported this

issue, acknowledging that it is complex and
easy to misinterpret. Of course, for those
with an anti-renewables agenda, the court
case is a golden opportunity to talk down
wind energy and make misleading
statements every time someone so much as
scratches their nose around this issue.
This is one of the industry’s great
frustrations with this court action. The
other is that it seems completely pointless.
It’s one thing to use enforcement powers to
bring a wayward industry into line. But in

For those with an
agenda, the case is an
opportunity to make
misleading statements
the case of the wind industry, all the wind
farms involved have been working in good
faith to understand what happened and put
measures in place to reduce the risk of it
happening again.
The lessons from the event have been
used as an international learning example
for other markets across the globe, who have
already used it as an opportunity to review
sensitivity settings for wind turbines.
The wind farms themselves don’t seem to
believe they have a case to answer. None of
the wind farm operators is taking a
backward step on this, and so far legal
experts have rated the chances of success as
low. But it will be costly and timeconsuming to fight.
Our industry has some serious challenges
to overcome in moving our entire electricity
system from fossil fuels to clean energy in
the decade ahead.
None of them are beyond us, but we
could do without disappointing
distractions such as this when our best
people could be working on something
vastly more worthwhile.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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SOLAR

Light work: The option of
lighter panels will open the
market to more properties.

Lighter PV panels push
Australia’s flimsier rooftops
under the sun

W

hen the logic and value of solar PV
are understood by property owners
it’s hard for them to hold back. In
Australia, more than 2 million systems up to
100kW are installed on the rooftops of
homes and businesses. Commercial and
industrial energy users are catching on. Last
year, there were enough systems between
100kW and 5MW to make 230MW of
capacity around the country.
All of that good news overlooks a couple
of problems with solar. First, it’s far more
appealing to property owners if they live
under the roof it’s installed on. Owners of
rentals aren’t that eager to pay for a system
when someone else gets the bill savings.
The second problem is one we hear less
about. Many rooftops around the country
that are plenty big enough to take generous
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arrays of panels are just not structurally
capable of carrying the weight.
With a generic 60-cell glass-andaluminium residential module weighing
about 17kg, and a larger 72-cell commercial
panel weighing around 22kg, large arrays
can add tonnes of extra mass to old rooves.
Where there’s a problem, of course,
there’s always opportunity for someone to
come up with a solution. And it helps if you
already have 60 patents in photovoltaic
technology to your credit.

LIGHTBULB MOMENT
Dr Zhengrong Shi saw the potential for
lightweight panels after completing the
installation atop the Sydney Theatre
Company for his former company Suntech
in 2010. Looking around the Emerald City’s

famous harbour he saw the potential for
more solar was limited by a shortfall of
sturdy rooves and the problem of glare
bothering neighbours.
Dr Shi, who has since then founded solar
companies SunMan and Energus, wondered
why glass and aluminium, heavy materials,
should be universally chosen to protect solar
cells. The rectangular technology is proven
and manufactured by the millions, but that
doesn’t mean it can’t be improved.
Were solar cells really regarded as being
so valuable that they needed to be
wrapped in cotton wool? Such thinking
would only hold the world back, he
figured, as solar becomes the cheapest
form of generation and consumers turn to
solar as “something that can be integrated
on the surface of any object”.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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A new lightweight solar PV module opens up the possibilities for the 40% of properties
that can’t take the weight of standard glass-and-aluminium technology.

—
ABB at All Energy 2019
Digital. Smart. Integrated.
At All Energy 2019, ABB will showcase its connected sun-to-socket portfolio.
Featuring the latest solutions which bring together digitalisation, scalability and
efficiency, from solar systems to grid integration, and microgrids to electric
vehicle chargers.
Visit us at stand LL131
or discover more at abbaustralia.com.au

SOLAR

According to Shi, 40% of rooftops can’t
take the weight of conventional glass-andaluminium panels. His solution is Energus’s
eArche module, where a polymer coating and
plastic frame cut heaviness by 75%, he says.
In mid-August a 235kW array of 812 eArche
panels installed on the Australian National
Maritime Museum’s Wharf 7 Maritime
Heritage Centre building in Darling Harbour
was switched on, with expectations of cutting
electricity consumption by about 25%, or
$50,000 a year.
“When I developed eArche, I knew it
could unlock the potential for solar on
buildings which were previously unable to
support conventional glass solar panels,” Dr
Shi said at a press event to mark the project
going live. “For conventional panels you’re
talking about 15kg per square metre; this
panel is 1.6 square metres and weighs 5kg.”
It’s a breakthrough for the museum,
which started investigating solar about five
years but drew a blank for having a roof
with a 30-degree pitch that couldn’t take
the weight.

ON THE SURFACE
The next stage is to integrate the technology
into building skins and facades, as the
flexible materials allow it to be mounted
directly onto flat or curved surfaces, and
even bonded to surfaces. “Because the panel

is so thin, heat can be dissipated very
quickly from the surface,” Dr Shi tells
EcoGeneration.
The panel achieves 22% efficiency, like
many of its heavier peers, but an irregular
polymer surface removes gloss. Seen from a
distance, the system on the museum’s
rooftop looked more like blue satin under
direct sunlight than a vast collection of
mirrors. The polymer surface has the same
texture as coarse-woven sacking, but
smoother to the touch.
Rectangular shiny blue solar panels aren’t
everyone’s favourite sight as they ponder the
built environment and Dr Shi is working on
breaking out with green, yellow, red and
even white variations of the eArche. “It can
be done,” he says. “It just requires another
special coating on this surface. We want to
reflect only a narrow band [of light
wavelength], so we don’t lose a lot of power.”
Coloured panels would see about a 10%
reduction in efficiency, is his estimate so far.

WHAT YOU PAY FOR
The eArche panel comes at a price premium,
according to an installer EcoGeneration
spoke to, although any extra cost would
have to be considered against savings from
using less racking, if any, and not having to
spend money bolstering a roof that isn’t
deemed fit enough to take the weight of

The next stage is to integrate the technology
into building skins and facades.

Energised: From left, National Maritime Museum facilities and sustainability manager Rene Hernandez, ARENA
CEO Darren Miller, Energus/SunMan founder Dr Zhengrong Shi and museum CEO Kevin Sumption at the launch.
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regular glass-fronted modules. Our installer
contact knew of two projects where the
Energus panels had made the difference
between an operation running on solar or
having none at all: a mobile hospital and a
roof in a rural setting that simply couldn’t
take the weight.
Dr Shi says panel cost is one variable in a
solar project. “Because of volume these are
slightly more expensive than glass panels,”
he says, “but because it’s easy to install you
save cost in EPC and balance of system.”
Conventional panels deliver a four-year
return on investment, he says, and the
Energus panels about five years. “It’s not a
great difference.”

READY FOR LIFT-OFF
Solar will go ever more mainstream, he
predicts. “Solar will be like wi-fi, optic
fibre and air-conditioning. Everyone will
want solar.”
Clean energy is a natural national
resource and we’d better start to understand
exactly what that means. “Australia can be a
clean energy superpower,” he says. “We
have so much land, so much sunshine, so
much wind and so much water … we can
produce zero-cost electricity in about three
or four years. We can use this clean, cheap
electricity to break down water into
hydrogen, a high-density fuel.”
The museum’s installation was made
possible by a $13.9 million grant from the
Federal Government’s Public Service
Modernisation Fund for sustainability
projects, which also paid for sustainability
initiatives for heating ventilation and airconditioning such as the transition from
seawater heat exchange to air-cooled heat
rejection system.
The eArche panel was developed with the
help of a $6.6 million investment into
SunMan Energy from the Southern Cross
Renewable Energy Fund, managed by
Southern Cross Venture Partners.
The panels also power a solar-powered
train in Byron Bay, and the investors are
happy with how things are going.
“This solar technology is an innovative
and versatile alternative that can help to
incorporate solar into more buildings,
making solar a key part of the building
process and allowing solar to be installed on
curved surfaces or heritage buildings,” said
ARENA CEO Darren Miller, whose agency
supported SunMan with $3.3 million in
funding via the Southern Cross Renewable
Energy Fund.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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VIRTUAL POWER PLANTS

and standards that need to be integrated to
replicate the functionality of a conventional
power plant that a VPP looks to achieve.

NETWORKS WITHIN NETWORKS

Not all VPPs
are created equal
A virtual power plant sounds
like an obvious way to utilise
the surplus solar energy stored
in residential systems with
batteries — but only if owners
are rewarded fairly. How will
they know if that’s the case?

James
Sturch is
APAC
technical
director for
sonnen
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J

ust when you think the world is
starting to get used to three-letter
technology acronyms associated with
the energy industry – such as IoT (internet
of things), DER (distributed energy
resources) and EMS (energy management
system) – along comes another one.
A VPP, or virtual power plant, generates
or distributes electricity by bringing
together a volume of small interconnected
home batteries which are connected
through a cloud platform and can be
controlled virtually.
We’re seeing frantic discussions around
VPPs as the home energy storage market
continues to grow. With more batteries
connecting to the grid, VPPs have been
positioned as a saviour to stabilising our
grid infrastructure for demand response.
At the same time, there have been
questions on whether we are ready for VPPs
given the complexities we face with
different hardware, technology solutions

DATA DEPENDENT
There is a perception that a good VPP is
based on hardware technology – but that is
incorrect. While hardware and software are
crucial, data and latency are two of the
biggest issues we need to address to deliver
a good VPP.
For a VPP to exist, a good internet
connection is needed to facilitate the
transmission of data. Australia’s internet
connection hasn’t always been at its best in
some locations, especially in regional
Australia. This means not all customers
stand to benefit from being part of a VPP
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Connected: AGL is one of a handful of networks trialling VPPs around the country.

We are seeing lots of trials for VPPs in
Australia. There are “product indifferent”
VPPs, where different manufacturers work
with an aggregator and energy retailer to
demonstrate how a VPP can function within
a range of different vendor battery
technologies.
The Simply Energy platform is an
example of a product indifferent VPP which
sonnen is involved in as part of the energy
retailer’s VPP trial in South Australia. For
this project, Simply Energy acts as a
functional aggregator for the VPP. The
aggregator only looks at battery brands as
part of systems which can communicate
with their controller for functions to enable
energy trading.
Another variant of VPP is the type based
on a single manufacturer’s technology. An
example would be the sonnenCommunity,
which acts as a single aggregator for a VPP
allowing sonnen customers to store and
share their electricity with others within
the community. The advantage of having a
single manufacturer’s VPP is the ability to
operate, optimise and execute energy
sharing capabilities with greater visibility
and stability.
Currently, VPPs in Australia operate with
the aim of selling to the spot market when
the price of energy is high and to purchase
energy when the price is low. That is why
some homeowners are reluctant to
participate in a VPP, as they think their
batteries are being used for demand
response without their knowledge and for
the benefit of a VPP operator. To overcome
this, operators need to clearly communicate
to homeowners about how and when their
batteries will be used.

VIRTUAL POWER PLANTS

or have the capacity to participate and
benefit from it. The geographical size of
Australia and the connectivity speeds in
some regions could prove to be a challenge
for VPP operators.
Any latency issues could prevent an
aggregator from getting full visibility on the
home batteries connected to its VPP or
ensure the system can respond quickly
when required for demand response.

reporting application programming
interface for grid parameters to be
developed that specifically supports the
battery chemistry and hardware of different
technology vendors. Without visibility into a
VPP, operators may be challenged by the
accuracy of data from how much energy has
been drawn from batteries and inflict
distrust with homeowners.

BALANCING VALUE AND RISK
REMOTE CONTROL
A VPP can only operate if it’s connected to a
market to allow energy trading to take place.
To be a participant, a smart battery system
needs to be remotely controllable,
configured and be able to send and receive
information rapidly.
Fundamentally, only two types of
batteries can operate in a VPP – smart
batteries that will take a command and
intelligent batteries that will make decisions
on their own. We have an equal split
between smart and intelligent batteries
currently installed in Australia that will
qualify and can participate in a VPP.
However, there are home batteries that are
not smart or intelligent that are currently
operating in the grid, and these assets which
are not registered will not qualify to be part
of a VPP.
Having visibility over a battery is crucial
for a VPP to function. This requires a
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There is a financial incentive for
homeowners to participate in a VPP, and
technology vendors and energy retailers
need to engage customers in a conversation
when it bridges into the return on
investment of a home battery. Being able to
trade energy provides a better ROI and,
indirectly, being part of a VPP benefits
everyone as less fossil fuel-generated grid
electricity is used.
Not all home batteries that connect to a VPP
operate in the same way. Homeowners need to
understand there are risks involved in
connecting to a VPP. As data is transmitted
between their batteries and their VPP
operator, they need to ensure the protocol
used for data transmission is encrypted and
data is securely transmitted to an industry
standard. They will also need to seek
assurance from their VPP operators that their
networks are protected against cyber attacks.
Sonnen’s VPP operates to an ISO-certified

system and acts like an intranet with
connected home batteries. This provides an
additional layer of security for data that is
transmitted and stored.
Customers need to look at the warranty
cycle count or energy throughput of their
home batteries to ensure they will not
exceed the charging cycles when invoked by
an aggregator to gain financial benefits from
a VPP during peak energy demand hours.

LEGISLATE TO PROTECT
There is currently no legislation in place to
penalise VPP operators under 30MW who
could manipulate the market. For example,
there are no protections for consumers
against unscrupulous VPP operators who
may decide to send a signal for batteries to
charge at the same time or to discharge
energy when the wholesale price of
electricity is at its peak.
There needs to be regulation to ensure
operators are operating legitimate VPPs. If
there are operators with multiple VPPs
under 30MW, they should be recognised as
a single VPP asset and subject to market
competition rules.
With more than 2.5 million homes with
rooftop solar connected to the grid, energy
retailers, installers and technology vendors
need to help current and potential
customers with home batteries understand
that VPPs are a universal benefit that is
much needed to relieve the demand for
electricity during peak periods. We need to
start educating households on what their
home batteries can do beyond just helping
them to achieve energy independence or
reducing their power bills. The truth is in
helping them assess what makes a good VPP
they can participate in.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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If there are operators with multiple VPPs under
30MW, they should be recognised as a single VPP
asset and subject to market competition rules.
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ENERGY TRANSITION

LNG’s boost for renewables
Australia’s enormous LNG export facilities are being geared towards electrification via
renewables to deliver their owners significant savings, writes Gero Farruggio.

T

Gero Farruggio
is head of
Australia at
Rystad Energy
and a member
of the
EcoGeneration
editorial board.
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Solar is powering
Santos’s Port
Bonython facility.

Shell is looking to develop a 120MW solar
plant in Queensland to power its local
operations. If the project were to proceed it
would be one of the state’s largest
committed or operating solar farms.
LightsourceBP is developing multiple solar
farms in NSW and Victoria. Woodside and
ConocoPhillips both have plans to install
batteries to replace one, if not multiple, gas
turbines at their Goodwyn platform and
Darwin LNG facility respectively.

INVEST IN SUN POWER
If Australia were to reach LNG capacity in
2019 and 2020, an estimated 4.1 trillion
cubic feet (tcf ) of gas would flow through
its LNG facilities. To transport this gas and
cool it to -161°C requires a vast amount of
power, typically sourced from the volumes
of gas itself. Here lies the opportunity for
renewables: to replace this “infield” gas
usage with new, cheaper renewable (or
grid) energy.
The amount of gas consumed in the
operations of an LNG facility can be as high
as 10% of the gas that flows through it.
Under this assumption, if 4.1tcf of gas were
to flow through facilities in Australia, a
staggering 410bcf of gas would be consumed
in operations – almost enough to supply the
entire 2019 Australian east coast gas

demand of 438bcf. Taking a step back and
looking at the whole of Australia, saving
10% of the potential 88mtpa of LNG
production would be the equivalent to
saving $4.2 billion worth of LNG at
December 2019 JKM futures pricing.
With the ongoing cost of replacing
this gas with electricity from the grid
modelled at $2.5 billion (or about $85 per
megawatt hour), we estimate electrifying
all LNG facilities in Australia would
create $1.7 billion of additional value
annually for Australian LNG operators
(excluding additional debt costs from
electrification capex).
Assessing this from the C-suite, the
average LNG project operator in Australia
– with 12.5mtpa of capacity – has the
potential to reduce their annual running
costs by close to $245 million through the
electrification of their operations.
With its excellent solar resource,
Australia is well-positioned to tackle the
LNG electrification opportunity with clean,
renewable energy sources. The opportunity
becomes more important as several oil and
gas companies now have corporate drivers
to decarbonize. Most notably Shell has
committed to cut the net carbon intensity of
their energy products they sell by around
50% by 2050.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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he electrification of the oil and gas
sector is a huge opportunity for
Australia’s renewables industry. This
has been highlighted by Chevron’s and
Woodside’s announcement that their
Kitimat LNG facility in Canada would be an
electric design supplied by hydropower, and
thus the lowest greenhouse emissions LNG
facility in the world. Switching from gas
power generation to renewables could save
Australian LNG producers $1.7 billion
annually and play into their stated goals of
reducing their carbon footprint.
Australia has an LNG production capacity
of 88 million tonnes per annum (mtpa), giving
it the potential to save 410 billion cubic feet
(bcf) of gas annually, almost the equivalent of
the entire east coast gas demand of 438bcf.
Electrification of these facilities would require
up to 3.4GW of power. Even electrifying a
small fraction of Australia’s LNG facilities
presents a significant opportunity for the
renewables sector.
Santos recently became the first company
in Rystad Energy’s RenewableCube to enter
the operational phase for utility-scale
generation. The 2.12MW solar plant at Port
Bonython in South Australia will generate
just over 6% of the Santos facility’s
electricity needs. Another major, Eni, is
constructing the 25MW Katherine solar
farm in the Northern Territory, by far the
largest solar farm in the territory. Total
Eren has the largest renewables portfolio in
Australia of all the oil and gas majors, most
notably the 200MW Kiamal Stage 1 solar
project under construction in Victoria.

MICROGRIDS
XXXX

Microgrids
come to market

Step one: Deakin’s existing
solar was incorporated into
its plans for a microgrid.

As the tools to generate and manage electricity onsite evolve, energy users are
realising they can rely on themselves instead of leaning only on the grid.
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would otherwise be provided by network
replacement and augmentation, but at a
lower cost.”

FAIR DEAKIN POWER
Adrian Panow is at the centre of a microgrid
experiment, corralling experts across
Deakin University as director of Deakin
Energy to deliver a microgrid project at the
university’s Waurn Ponds campus, a
325-hectare plot near Geelong, Victoria.
Generation will be provided by 7MW of
ground-mounted solar with single-axis

tracking covering about 14 hectares and
250kW of existing rooftop solar distributed
around the campus. Deakin’s battery
research group is advising on 1MW of
planned battery storage.
Annual load at the site reaches 21GWh,
Panow says, and the microgrid project is
expected to generate 14GWh a year.
“We have a lot of land, behind the meter
but with high consumption, so you can do
interesting things,” he tells EcoGeneration.
“We are a registered renewable energy
generator now – it’s real.”

Bright idea: Adrian Panow in front of the paddock at Deakin’s Waurn Ponds campus that will host its solar plant.

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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L

ike kids under a Christmas tree,
business owners are unwrapping the
tools to building their own energy
supply and reading the instructions. Some
will opt for a bit of solar up top, to provide
daytime power and cut their bills. A few
may go further and include a battery, to save
the sun’s energy for later use. The most
studious will design a grid-connected
microgrid system, to maximise selfconsumption of behind-the-meter solar and
storage and make the most of the opening
markets for trading electricity and
providing services to the grid.
But it won’t all happen by Boxing Day.
In their Electricity Network
Transformation Roadmap report, the
CSIRO and Energy Networks Australia
included microgrids along with standalone
power systems and distributed energy
resources as necessary means to help keep
the grid stable as intelligent networks
replace passive ones.
The report, released in 2017, looked ahead
10 years and predicted standalone power
systems and microgrids could become a
lower cost alternative to traditional grid
supply for some users.
From 2027, the authors forecast,
“microgrids and distributed energy
resources [will] provide credible nonnetwork alternatives, which, where
required, can deliver equivalent firmness as

MICROGRIDS

Connected systems: Deakin University’s Waurn Ponds campus near Geelong already hosts 250kW of rooftop solar. The ground-mounted plant will bring total capacity to 7MW.

“We have land and high
consumption ... you can
do interesting things.”
Adrian Panow, Deakin Energy

WE HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY
Battery chemistry is one thing, but any
system designer and installer will tell you
cost is the biggest determinant. Panow says
the Deakin microgrid will pay for itself in
about 10 years, which to some may sound
expensive. “Because we are behind the
meter it’s a different equation,” he says,
where the grid-connected project will
simply offset load from the local network.
“For us, it’s in effect an energy efficiency
measure. We won’t be islanding because
that requires you to add extra kit into the
system, and we didn’t feel that it had
sufficient research benefits to do that at
this point.”
The 10-year payback, then, hinges on the
forecast for electricity prices and LGC prices,
and what will replace the Renewable Energy
Target … and “ultimately we will have some
form of carbon pricing; we will match the
rest of the world one way or the other.”
Owners of large solar systems running

Ready for export: Planet Ark Power says there is a way for owners of commercial systems to sell surplus solar.
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pencil calculations on storage solutions are
also holding out for other lucrative benefits
to eventuate, such as arbitrage, ancillary
services including frequency control, and
bulk storage. “But you need a pretty large
battery to do that.” After it’s put to use to cut
peaks, Panow hopes the battery will enable
Deakin to enjoy lower demand charges.
Groundwork is underway on land
operated by Deakin as a vineyard in times
past, he says. “It’s nice and flat, so we have a
unique opportunity there.”
One half of the campus is being developed
as an advanced manufacturing zone –
including the facilities of ARENA-funded
Carbon Revolution, which turns out
lightweight wheels for expensive cars. The
other half is dedicated to sustainable
technologies, including agriculture and
energy generation.

EMBEDDED KNOWLEDGE
Initially the idea was to commission
someone else to design and build the entire
system, but where’s the challenge in that
when you operate a university filled with
brains and vision? Instead, the project was
divided into nine major tasks and kept in
house. Panow admits some parts of the job
might have cost less if Deakin engaged the
commercial world, but the smarts gained by
tackling it in-house makes it all worthwhile.
“The knowledge is embedded in the
university,” he says.
When speaking at an Asian Development
Bank Clean Energy Forum in July, Panow
heard peers in member nations lament the
lost opportunity from passing the job of
designing and building a microgrid to other
parties. “None of the knowledge is retained
in the country, so they can’t do the next
project,” he says. “And if something goes
wrong, they don’t have the knowledge or
capability to fix it.”
Partners include Mondo Power and
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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About 30kWh of battery storage is already
installed and the procurement for the
remainder is near its final stages. “It will be
a lithium battery but we are trying to look at
non-cobalt solutions,” says Panow.
Yes, you can source cobalt “via ethical
means”, but that only leaves other bidders
in the global market to compete for what’s
left – and some may not be too choosy.
Better to avoid the element, if possible, is
Panow’s logic. “Also, for a stationary
application, lithium ferrous phosphate may
well be more appropriate.”
Global supply chains for batteries
currently have seven-month delays, he says.

MADE IN AUSTRALIA,
BUILT SMART FOR LIFE
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Company is the largest Australian-owned and based manufacturer of
power and distribution transformers, operating two manufacturing
facilities in Victoria.
We have a proven track record of supplying a wide range of
transformers across different sectors within the power industry to
our local and global customers, including power utilities, generators,
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MICROGRIDS

AusNet and the ground-mount system will
be installed by Next Generation Electrical.
Deakin is funding the $30 million project
and expects it to be finished early next year.
Expertise gained in Victoria can easily be
exported and Deakin has 90 PhDs in India,
where there is fairly intense interest in
microgrids. “A core strength of Deakin is
the cyber security work,” Panow says,
“ensuring the modern energy framework
doesn’t expose you to greater threats than
what you’ve got now.” South Africa recently
suffered a ransomware event on its grid and
India, not on the best terms with all its
neighbours, is alert to the problem.

VOLTAGE CONTROL
If owners of microgrids want to unlock their
full value they have to find a way to export
that doesn’t cause voltage rises on the grid.
Shaun Scallan, the institutional program
manager of Planet Ark Power, says he has
the answer.
Planet Ark Power’s “secret sauce”
ingredient for grid-connected microgrids is
EleXsys, a piece of proprietary technology
that can ensure energy is exported by
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owners of commercial and industrial solar
systems without causing voltage
irregularities on the network. “It’s
addressing the problem of too much solar on
the grid,” Scallan tells EcoGeneration. “It’s a
smart inverter, to reduce it to a term people
will understand.”
The theoretical impact of owning such a
device, of course, is that the owner of a solar
system can add as many extra panels as
their roof will support and set out into the
business of selling electricity. The
technology won first prize for the intelligent
grid category at the Startup Energy
Technologies in Germany in May.
It’s a big step in thinking about energy,
but why stop there? If such systems
incorporate storage, an owner might
prefer to match as much of their on-site
generation to their load as they can and
lever value from an investment that way.
Planet Ark Power is pitching this solution
to business owners as a power purchase
agreement, with agreements around 10
and up to 25 years.
In return for a contracted price,
participants hand over some of the
capabilities of their system to Planet Ark
Power. “To get that energy price, we manage
the discharge of the battery into the market
to deliver certain services,” Scallan says,
such as trading in the spot market and, one
day soon, providing power quality and
reliability support to the local network,
including voltage, frequency and, possibly,
inertial services “which are quite highly
valued” – not to mention demand response.
It isn’t easy to explain the value in such

MICROGRID AS A SERVICE
If too many consumers are tempted to leave
the grid, and the CSIRO estimates 10% may
leave by 2050, incentives should be offered
to keep them connected so they can sell
their own distributed energy resources. As
supply costs are spread evenly, savings could
reach around $1 billion between 2030 and
2050, its Electricity Network
Transformation Roadmap report says.
The EleXsys tech is one part of the
“microgrid as a service” proposition Planet
Ark Power is pursuing with customers. With
it, more solar can be added and exports
maximised. When incorporated in a system
with storage, it can also shave peak demand
to reduce peak load charges. But, like a
Swiss army knife, it can’t perform all of its
functions at once. “You can’t take stones out
of the horse’s hoof while you’re clipping
your own nails,” Scallan says.
On the fl ipside, in a world where
exported solar causes little or no stress to
the grid the DNSPs will need to spend less
on feeders, transformers and everything
else. Batteries, however, are still expensive.
“It’s difficult to make this work without
some sort of subsidy.”
Dr Adrian Panow will chair a panel on
microgrids that will include Shaun Scallan at
All-Energy 2019 on October 23 at 3pm.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Missing link: Shaun Scallan, left, says property
owners will soon have a way to maximise returns from
solar by boosting the size of their systems.

solutions to customers, Scallan concedes.
“Most businesses aren’t set up with energy
management skills in-house.” This is even as
energy escalates into the top five input costs
in some businesses. Best to explain it in cost
terms and as a show of support for
renewable energy, which everyone (except
many of our politicians and journalists)
realises is the future.
It’s all very well to push renewables, “but
it’s got to make financial sense or people
aren’t going to do it – bottom line.”
After a trial on the Energex network
Planet Ark Power has been cleared by the
Queensland DNSP to deploy the technology
at 50 more sites. The technology was trialled
on a 330kW system owned by a Queensland
car dealership to facilitate export. “We
proved that it did work … now we have to
prove it in other DNSPs.”
Whether DNSPs that earn regulated
returns will gravitate towards solutions that
minimise network investment remains to be
seen. All consumers will benefit if networks
spend less as a result of large energy users
installing systems that reduce demand,
however. If technology that settles voltage
issues is adopted at scale, it stands to reason
that supply charges will fall.
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WASTE TO ENERGY

Burn it and turn it
The developers of a 36MW waste-to-energy project in Perth have seen the technology prove
itself overseas and expect nothing less when it lights up here in 2021.

I

s this the year Australia finally got tired of
rubbish, or are we caught in a global swell
against swill? Supermarkets no longer
give away bags, drinking straws are
disappearing from bars and manufacturers
are promising to cut down on packaging.
Any movement against rubbish is good
news, but society will always produce
mountains of the stuff.
One way to reduce the amount of trash
sent to landfill is to see it as treasure –
which very simply describes the thinking of
the waste-to-energy movement.
Compared with clean energy giants wind
and solar, waste-to-energy is waiting
patiently to prove its potential in Australia.

In Perth, however, the wheels are turning.
Australia’s first energy-from-waste facility,
Avertas Energy, is under construction about
40km south of Perth in an industrial zone in
Kwinana. On completion in 2021, owners
Macquarie Capital and international funds
management company DIF expect it to
process 50 tonnes of waste an hour and turn
out 36MW of power to the grid.
Over a year, that’s 400,000 tonnes of
waste diverted from landfill in a city that
produces 1.8 million tonnes of trash a year.

HOW IT WORKS
Avertas Energy will use moving grate
combustion technology already operational

ILLUSTRATION: SUPPLIED

The goal is to burn 400,000 tonnes of waste in a
city that produces 1.8 million tonnes of the stuff.

in more than 2,000 similar waste-toenergy facilities around the world.
The energy-from-waste process is largely
self-sufficient, where combustion is initiated
inside a furnace using natural gas until a
desired temperature is reached and the
waste takes over as the only fuel source
necessary to sustain combustion. From then
on, support fuel in the form of natural gas is
used only in the event of a shut-down or
operational issue.
The facility will include two
independent lines of 130-square-metre
moving grates angled at 21 degrees, a
design aimed at minimising the
combustion of the waste material. Rubbish
is pushed in at one end and consumed by
flames as it slowly heads downhill. Each
grate has four lanes, independently
controlled for optimal combustion.
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A proposed Singapore facility will likely be the
world’s largest, capable of 35 tonnes an hour.
There are three main zones within a
grate. In the first zone, the primary function
is to dry out the waste and initiate the
release of volatile gases. The second zone is
where the main combustion takes place and
the third zone ensures the waste is
completely burnt and then cooled.
Temperatures inside the boiler where the
waste is initially combusted will reach at
least 850oC to ensure destruction of furans
and dioxins. Temperatures will vary
depending on the fuel calorific value and
can reach over 1,000oC.
The heat is used to produce steam that
drives an air-cooled condensing turbine.
Metals are sifted away and ashes are used
as construction materials. Gases are
treated to remove pollutants that are
stored for disposal and re-use. The plant
will run 24 hours a day, with individual
lines closed for routine maintenance three
to four times per year. Operating at
capacity, the owners expect about 30.3%
gross electrical efficiency.
Contacts for municiple solid waste
currently include the City of Kwinana, the
Rivers Regional Council, which
incorporates the City of Canning with the
Cities of Armadale, Gosnells, Mandurah and
South Perth, and the shires of Murray and
Serpentine Jarrahdale.
The facility will benefit from flexible
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waste fuel sources as the state government’s
waste strategy 2030 is progressively
implemented, where food organics, green
organics and greater levels of recyclable
material are slowly removed from the
waste stream.

WORLD OF WASTE
Energy from waste technology has matured
and is used around the world and is now
widely recognised as being safe and
environmentally positive. European
experience has demonstrated that waste-toenergy can play a major role in the reduction
of landfill, with data from the Confederation
of European waste-to-energy plants
showing substantial reduction in landfill
over the past 14 years.
On a global scale, the Avertas Energy
facility is a medium-sized plant. The
planning for the Singapore Integrated
Waste Management Facility will likely be
the biggest in the world, with eight lines
capable of 35 tonnes an hour. The plant is in
the procurement phase and will be built in
two stages.
Materials that can be recycled are
separated so they can be reused, and only
non-recyclable material is used in energy
from waste production. By using nonrecyclable material, Avertas Energy hopes to
reduce carbon emissions to the atmosphere

that would otherwise come from coal or gas
fired power and divert waste from landfill. By
not using recyclable materials they can be reused for other more valuable purposes.
At similar facilities operating overseas the
ash by-product is primarily used as a
construction aggregate for use directly in
roadways and as piping bedding material
and for inclusion within other
manufactured items such as a concrete
additive or in blockmaking. For the Perth
project, the objective is to have the ash reused as a construction material – subject to
obtaining regulatory approvals.
Ferrous and non-ferrous metals can be
recovered post-combustion and recycled,
increasing recycle rates and reducing
greenhouse gas emissions through
avoidance of new metals production and
associated energy consumption.
The international consortium building
and operating the facility includes Spanish
infrastructure and renewable energy
company Acciona, with technology provider
Keppel Seghers, and waste management and
energy services company Veolia. The project
has also attracted funding from the CEFC
and ARENA. Avertas Energy is negotiating
an offtake agreement but expects to send
about 25% of electricity into the South West
Interconnected System.
The facility will service an area with a
radius of about 50km, but there are
opportunities to transport waste from
locations farther away that may otherwise
have to travel to landfill at Bannister or
Dardanup, both further south of the city.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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WASTE TO ENERGY

READY FOR YOUR CHALLENGES

POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENTS

PPAs are good for business,
if you read the fine print
Mid-market customers are being shown all the positives of a PPA — price certainty and
lower emissions — but offered contracts that could easily move against them.

E

nergy prices are painfully difficult to
forecast but a quick glance at futures
prices shows expectations they will
fall. Prices for wholesale electricity over the
next three years are declining, with forward
contracts for calendar 2021 ranging between
13% to 22% below calendar 2020 prices.
You’ll have to pay an energy consultant for
estimates beyond that.
With gigawatts of new supply coming
online over the next decade – and as
demand holds steady – we can pray prices
will fall.
It may not be a market where price rises
of the recent past are a good indicator of
what to expect in the years ahead. That’s
why energy management consultancy
Energy Action is cautioning businesses to
consider the financial risks associated with
corporate power purchasing agreements
(PPAs), where managers sign up for
contracted prices on terms up to 15 years.
“Many sophisticated corporates are
interested in eliminating the middleman,
effectively accessing the wholesale market

through direct financial or physical market
relationship with the generator,” says
Energy Action CEO John Huggart. “There is
a lot of sense in that.”
The problem is there is a no such thing as
a renewable generator that will identically
match the requirements of the customer, so
it’s a lot less risky to keep a relationship
with a retailer.
Power purchase agreements expose the
customer to the complexity of being a market
participant, and that can be a headache.
Retailers, Huggart says, can only look at the
“tsunami of renewables projects for
opportunistic buying”. That leaves developers
directly eyeing customers for finance.

TAKE CARE
Large customers who have signed PPAs are
likely sourcing energy from a portfolio of
suppliers. They are probably experienced
enough to understand the importance of
spreading their risk.
What’s more concerning, Huggart says, is
that mid-market customers are being shown

CORPORATE PPAS IN AUSTRALIA
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all the positives of a PPA – price certainty
and lower emissions – but offered contracts
“we believe could be onerous quite quickly”.
Power purchase agreement contracts are
far more complex than the one- or threeyear energy procurement agreements that
have become standard in the industry over
the past 20 years.
It pays to get legal advice, which will add
to the cost in this specialised area. It may be
worth it, however, as Huggart has heard of
PPAs that stipulate what could easily
become restrictive load variations.
It would take a lot of nerve to commit an
organisation to operate within a narrow
band of energy volumes for another 10 years,
he says, “and you could be exposing yourself
to additional risk on price resets by
increasing you operations or lowering your
volume requirements because of efficiencies
or change in nature of your business. To
commit for 10 years, that’s a big call.”
As developers scramble to stake their
claim on an overcrowded NEM, they may
have trouble living up to plant capacity. If
ambitions for generation are struck lower
by marginal loss factors, it may be the
contracted buyer who is somehow
penalised. “How and where are those risks
accepted in the agreement? Or how are
they priced?”
The PPA market has torn ahead in only
three years, with data from Energetics
showing less than 200MW of deals in 2016
growing to nearly 1,800MW worth of PPAs
signed in 2018. This year has been busy,
with nearly 400MW of deals including
Viva Energy, Westpac, Flow Power, Coles,
Molycorp and Pernod Ricard, and Kellogg’s
15-year agreement with the NSW Beryl
Solar Farm, announced in July.
In March this year the Business
Renewables Centre – Australia launched
its PPA platform in a bid to connect
www.ecogeneration.com.au

POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENTS

companies with more than 13GW of
proposed wind and solar projects looking
to secure offtake agreements.

PHOTO: ELNUR/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM. CHART SOURCE: ENERGETICS.

THE FAST TRACK
The most recent entrant to the Australian
market is Lithuanian-headquartered
renewable energy procurement and trading
platform WePower, which in July
announced funding from Marubeni
Corporation to support development of a
platform it says will connect clean energy
producers with companies of any size.
WePower customers are offered
standardized PPAs it claims can be finalised
in as little as two weeks. “They can select
the amount of energy they would like to buy,
confirm it and, once the auction ends, they
will automatically see the agreement for
future delivery of energy,” says co-founder
and CEO Nikolaj Martyniuk.
“We want to aggregate more buyers for
renewable energy developers. We see the
market is running out of larger energy
consumers; our focus is getting more possible
energy off-takers into one single purchase
and allowing them to go through the
www.ecogeneration.com.au

purchase much faster than it usually takes.”
WePower’s list of suppliers totals about
2.5GW of capacity, Martyniuk tells
EcoGeneration. The company is looking at
smaller projects – from 6-10MW for solar
– to much larger plants in the hundreds of
megawatts. “If the project information is
uploaded and the buyers are interested in
buying energy at the price offered, the deal
can go through within two weeks, no
problem,” he says.

energy PPA auctions in the Australian
market later this year.

PLATFORM HEELS
Energy Action has worked on securing PPAs
for clients including the University of NSW
and sees them as valuable facilitators of
clean energy development, but Huggart is
concerned for players in the mid-market.
“It may look very attractive on a brochure
or website to own your own slice of a wind

The customer is exposed to the complexity of being
a market participant, which can be a headache.
“We worked for a very long time on
finalising a PPA agreement that would be
acceptable to the banks, the buyers and the
sellers, and that simplifies the transaction
for the customer. We worked a lot on
removing the complexity in the transaction.
“We think it should not be more complex
than just signing a contract with any
gentailer today in the market.”
WePower will launch its first green

or solar farm but it could expose your
organisation to a lot of risk,” he says.
The first option to lower energy costs for
any business with roofspace is to invest in
solar, he says. “That would be our first
recommendation. It’s much lower risk, much
higher return.” The second is to make sure
every effort has been undertaken on energy
efficiency. “It’s the least sexy option but it’s
probably the most effective option.”
ecogeneration October 2019
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Mission:
transition
The Clean Energy Council’s Australian Clean
Energy Summit 2019 was a prime
opportunity to hear how the leading minds
in the industry are engineering change.

Targets, hurdles and the ‘confusopoly’:
Leading the Transition panel

with a new world of pain in coming years.”
In her view, the next wave of investment
needs to be in flexible capacity: pumped
hydro, fast-start gas, demand response and
batteries at scale.

A panel on day one at the summit covered all the rocky ground
that lies ahead as renewables inevitably crowd out coal.

IT’S CRYSTAL CLEAR

E

veryone longs for guidance from on
high when times are tough, but the
Australian renewables industry knows
by now it’s too much to expect a guiding
light from Capital Hill any time soon.
Parliamentary confusion about clean energy
is entrenched.
Asked by the CEC’s Kane Thornton
whether the National Energy Guarantee, for
example, was on life support, Kerry Schott of
the Energy Security Board said energy policy
overall probably requires “severe
intervention”. “I’m not very optimistic about
making progress on that front any time soon,”
she said, before airing some optimism about
reliability obligations and advances among the
states. “While we don’t have a national
integrated emissions and energy policy,
regrettably, it’s not that nothing’s happening.”
Goldwind’s John Titchen said the
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dramatic fall in costs over the life of the
Renewable Energy Target means some
projects can be expected to progress
without incentives. “It’s uncertain what will
be achieved if we don’t have a target,” he
said. The issue is not so much deciding on a
mechanism but simply deciding to do
something. “The key is, don’t take too long
debating mechanisms endlessly.”
Policy certainty leads to good outcomes,
said EnergyAustralia’s Catherine Tanna,
and the mechanism does matter. “I don’t
think subsidies are needed any more,” she
said. “And I don’t think it’s the right path for
taxpayers to take on risk that private
investment isn’t prepared to take on.” The
states might have the best intentions, but
who’s to benefit if they crowd out private
investment and take on risks they don’t
understand, she said. “We can find ourselves

Thornton raised the lurching nature of
government influence over recent years:
threatening to force AGL’s hand on Liddell,
all this talk of a “big stick” to instil
obedience in the incumbents. In Tanna’s
mind, however, there are no distractions.
“It’s crystal clear: we need to get millions of
tonnes of carbon out and keep prices
affordable.” The system needs to be kept
stable as coal stations are retired – that’s the
challenge. “I don’t think the big stick is the
way to get there,” she said.
Consumers deserve a co-ordinated
response that balances capacity with
flexibility. “It makes absolutely no sense to
be building large-scale renewable utilities
that cannot be dispatched,” Schott said.
Politicians are drawn into the fray when
they suspect retailers are pulling strings to
keep prices high. “If you look at the
retailers in this sector, they really have
behaved quite badly,” she said, concluding
that their future is “questionable” as
distributed energy resources become a part
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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of consumers’ lives. Tanna conceded
retailers played a part in the “confusopoly”.
As new generation pops up all over the
country like an outbreak of measles, the grid
is being asked to perform a far harder task
than it was designed for. AEMO’s Integrated
System Plan suggests ways to strengthen
the NEM as renewables fill the grid, and
Alex Wonhas was eager to supply an update.
“We see a huge opportunity to do more
about distributed energy resources [DER],”
Wonhas said, hinting that a blossoming
number of smaller systems nationwide,
including rooftop, is an easier problem to
solve than the queue of large-scale plants.
In Western Australia he said the rapid
uptake of solar brings a threat of
curtailment unless inverters are reset.
“Those issues are manageable,” he said,
underlining the role of DER. “We need the
right standards in place … and that will get
us a quarter to half of the journey there.”
There is so much solar in some parts of
the country that midday demand can go
negative, said Schott. “We’ve got to work out
how to control that,” she said, going on to
mention the possibilities of community
batteries rather than units tied to
households. “It makes it easier for the
distributors to use them in an efficient way.”
Distributed storage sounds good to
Wonhas in any form, so long as data are
made available and incentives encourage
cooperation among owners and retailers.
“Then we can unlock capacity we
desperately need to make the energy
transition work.”
Schott needs convincing. “We’re living in
a dreamworld if we think more than a

THE PANEL
Kane Thornton (chair), CEO, Clean
Energy Council
Dr Kerry Schott AO, chair, Energy
Security Board
Dr Alex Wonhas, chief system design
and engineering officer, AEMO
Catherine Tanna, managing director,
EnergyAustralia
John Titchen, managing director,
Goldwind

handful of people are interested in what’s
happening to their battery,” she said. “They
just want the thing to work.”
If product providers or retailers make
that easy, and offer a good deal for access to
storage, then good.

PAINFUL, NOT SMOOTH
Households and businesses are increasingly
working things out for themselves, by
installing solar or buying clean energy
directly, but some investors in large-scale
projects have felt the pain from delays in
connection or revenues struck down by

marginal losses. Wonhas grimaced as he
admitted the grid-connection process and
marginal loss factors are evidence the
transition to clean energy “isn’t at all
smooth – it’s actually very painful”.
There are things AEMO could do better,
he said, pointing to rules about
confidentiality of modelling that if revised
would allow developers a much better idea
about project success. But even then, he
said, there’s no overlooking the physical
challenges in the system. “Two out of
three applications we are seeing are in
very weak parts of the network,” he said.
Instead, why not have a plan for how many
renewables are required and then build
and repair the system to accommodate
them in a cost-effective way. “That’s what
we are trying to do with the Integrated
System Plan,” he said.
Titchen wondered how it’s come to pass
that the industry has arrived at this state of
congestion to satisfy a government target set
well in the past. “Personally, I feel there was
a lack of belief that ... it was actually going to
happen, because otherwise you would plan
how to technically integrate,” he said.

PHOTOS: SUPPLIED

WORLD WAR III

Kane Thornton and Kerry
Schott keep it lively.

www.ecogeneration.com.au

The Australian Energy Market Commission
is proposing changes that would deliver
developers far greater certainty about
selling generation into the market, and
Schott predicts it will “start World War III”.
“The battle between the incumbents and the
new arrivals has been had before,” Schott
said. “The new arrivals didn’t win, but I
think this time they probably will.”
Owners of coal plants may choose to
retire them early if they are rendered noncommercial by renewables, she said, and so
much zero-marginal-cost power is already
entering that investment is being affected.
“We’re in danger of having capacity
market wars in the same way we’ve had
climate change wars.”
ecogeneration October 2019
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THE PANEL
Neil Gibbs (chair), founder, Marchment Hill Consulting
Shekhar Kamath, general manager business development,
Utopus Insights
Renate Egan, co-founder and director, Solar Analytics
Belinda Kinkead, director Australia, LO3 Energy
Phil Blythe, CEO, GreenSync

Data deluge, happy customers
and those tricky VPPs: Digital
Divergence panel
The power of connected systems is so compelling but
so far away. What will it take for our distributed energy
resources to sing in key?

A

network where energy is supplied by
a very large number of generators
and storage devices of all sizes and
efficiently distributed to consumers will rely
on an explosion of measurement and an
extraordinary high capacity of
communication, said chair Neil Gibbs of
Marchment Hill. For that all to work out
there needs to be a big catch-up.
Australia may be soaring ahead of other
nations when it comes to the take up of
rooftop solar and plans for large-scale
renewables, but it’s being built on a
patchwork of technologies that often don’t
talk to each other. “We’re finding ourselves
in a situation where we have to start
integrating,” said Phil Blythe of GreenSync.
“We’re all looking at each other sideways
going, what do we do now?”
For Australia to be converted to clean
energy Shekhar Kamath’s key requirements,
in this order, are: connectivity and visibility
of data across resources; predictability for
wind and solar generation, and;
manageability of assets.
“None of these challenges is new,” said
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Kamath of Utopus. “I believe digitisation
is going to play a key role in helping
mitigate them.”
The power of markets, Blythe said, is to
decentralise information – or, in the case of
electricity, allow the consumer to wrestle
some value away from the retailer – so that
decentralised decision-making is allowed.

One day, this could mean consumers’ home
PV systems are guided by artificial
intelligence, say. Trials of virtual power
plants, however, look like “a step down from
central control,” said Renate Egan of Solar
Analytics. When consumers make the
investments in solar and storage, it’s they
who should be handed the power of choice.
Blythe sees virtual power plants in
today’s market as a business-to-business
activity, where consumers are viewed as
“megawatt lumps” whose assets can be
traded. “It’s not exactly consumer-facing to
treat people like that,” he said. “It doesn’t
really flow back to consumers properly.”

IN TANDEM
Looking ahead, Kamath sees decentralised
and centralised decision processes working
in tandem. As it stands today, batteries are
underutilised and inefficient for customers
because the industry has not moved fast
enough to free up value in them, Blythe
said. “Nobody wants to say that, but that’s
what’s happening.”
Is it time for government to step and
demand some action? Perhaps not such a bad
idea, the panel mused, especially considering
it’s only a couple of years until West
Australia’s network is predicted to get the
wobbles as more and more solar is connected.
Consumers want to have more control
about where their electricity comes from,
said LO3’s Belinda Kinkead, who shared
some findings of research among energy
users in Victoria’s LaTrobe Valley.
“They want more meaningful
relationships with their service providers
and they want to prioritise what’s
important to them, whether that’s saving
money, keeping it in the local community
or supporting climate change.”

Belinda Kinkead and Phil
Blythe seek free trade.
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Simon Corbell (chair), chief advisor,
Energy Estate
Nicola Morris, chief operating
officer, ARENA
Peter Cowling, country head Australia
and New Zealand, Vestas
Dr Tim Finnigan, director of energy,
CSIRO Energy
Anne Pearson, chief executive,
Australian Energy Market Commission

It’s time to step on the accelerator:
Removing the Roadblocks panel
What’s stopping Australia move faster with clearing coal out of
the way to be replaced by solar, wind and storage?

T

he clean energy transition must
happen – there’s no point paying
serious concern to maintaining the
status quo – but some major impediments
stand in the way. Australia must disengage
itself from its heavy reliance on coal and the
transmission networks that serve us need to
be reconfigured to take generation from far
flung places. The technology is available, the
money too, but what’s slowing us down is a
tangle of rules long overdue for a rewrite.
“The fear from my perspective is just as we
find the cost-effective solutions to carbon
intensity we’re not putting our foot down on
the accelerator,” said Vestas’s Peter Cowling.
Part of the blame can be hung on
Australian politicians for their failure to see
beyond the electoral cycle and support
something that is good economic sense as
much as it is good environmental sense. Are
we stuck, without bipartisan policy support
for clean energy, or can governments and
institutions find a way around? Energy is the
biggest contributor to emissions by far, and
let’s not forget that 15% of global emissions
originate in Australia thanks to our
dominance as a coal and gas exporter. It’s
time to face the issue from all angles and
apply some “cohesive, national-scale
thinking”, said Tim Finnigan from CSIRO
Energy. “It all does go together; you can’t
really detach [domestic use from exports].”
It’s easy to talk about how renewables and
storage could be blended to meet demand on
the grid but in practice it’s hard work

www.ecogeneration.com.au

connecting the current pipeline of largescale clean energy plants. “I take my hat off
to the people involved,” said Cowling.
“We’re connecting nearly a dozen projects
at the moment and the work involved is
dramatically greater than anything we used
to do.” AEMO is picking up pace, he said.
“We shouldn’t be too hard on ourselves or
our regulators, because it’s not easy. If we
push through solutions that don’t work
when it’s not windy or sunny and something
goes wrong in the grid, no-one’s going to
thank us.” It’s all very well to vent
frustration about connection delays but let’s
accept the complexity of managing
Australia’s lengthy, stringy grid.

A PERENNIAL PROBLEM
Regardless of where governments are with
policy, Anne Pearson acknowledges the
power system is changing fast. Many small
generators want to access the transmission
system in order to replace few large
generators, so that’s one priority for the
AEMC, she said. System security is another.
It’s one of the AEMC’s jobs to report to the
COAG Energy Council on the national
coordination of generation and transmission
investment, or what’s called its COGATI
review. “It sounds like an Italian motorcycle,”
Pearson admitted. The latest report proposed
dynamic regional pricing, a hedging market
for transmission and more transparency
about applications for grid connection.
“Access reform has been a perennial

market development issue,” she said. “For
some people we’re going too fast; for some
we’re not going fast enough.”
Traditionally, transmission has been built
to satisfy consumer demand, “and consumer
demand only”, she said. “Once you start to
move to an environment where transmission
is needing to meet the demand of generators,
it seems quite reasonable to consider looking
at alternative ways to manage that and look
at whether generators should be paying for a
portion of that access.”

THE NEM IN 2050
At the CSIRO, it’s Finnigan’s job to look well
over the horizon and ponder the NEM of 2050
and beyond. One big task in his inbox is work
with AEMO to create a “digital twin” of the
NEM, including the SWIS, gas distribution
and financial settlement markets.
“I think we all know the tools AEMO has
available to it are not quite up to scratch,”
Finnigan said. “There are some very
worried people at AEMO thinking about
next summer and the summer after that.
“We need these real-time science-based
tools … it’s uncharted territory; no-one in
the world has transformed an energy system
of the scale we have at the pace we’re trying
to do it.”
Some investors have been shaken by
negative impacts of marginal loss factors to
projects, whereas others had thought ahead
and weren’t as affected. Transmission needs
to be built out to where the resources are, and
if Texas can do it then so should we, said
Cowling, acknowledging the enormous task
for transmission network service providers
that are being asked to plan for 20GW of new
generation over the next four years.
At ARENA, Nicola Morris sees the biggest
short-term boost to the energy transition is
simply linking Australia’s clean energy
resources with its households and
businesses. “A strategic approach to the
renewable energy zones could really unlock
a lot of potential,” she said. “It’s a complex
issue to solve as to who takes the risk and
getting the right investment, but if it’s done
well it would make a big difference.”
ecogeneration October 2019
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Kobad Bhavnagri (chair), global head
of special projects, Bloomberg New
Energy Finance
Chris Twomey, senior investment
manager, Elliott Green Power
Sheri Hickok, general manager
global product development,
GE Renewable Energy
Tim Buckley, director, Institute
for Energy Economics and Financial
Analysis
Mark Leslie, managing director Asia
Pacific, Fluence

Stampeding sheep, cross-border
interconnection and China risk:
International Perspective panel
Australia may be ahead of the pack in adoption of new
technology but we have to be aware of how the rest of the
world is travelling towards a future powered by renewables.

T

he planets are nearing alignment and
the conditions for investment in clean
energy are improving quickly. Costs of
wind, solar and – in particular – storage
have fallen and are predicted to keep doing
so, rendering thermal generation
uneconomical. Financiers have been slow to
favour renewables, said Tim Buckley of the
Institute for Energy Economics and
Financial Analysis, but things are starting to
move as technology, economics and policy
overlap to guide the financial markets.
“When they move, they stampede,” he
said. “They might be a pack of sheep, but
they will stampede as a pack of sheep.”
Buckley has counted 116 globally
significant financial institutions that have
policies to exit coal. “We are starting to see
that snowball geographically … it’s not just
Europe; the three largest banks in SouthEast Asia moved [this year].” The trend is
yet to hit the United States.
Sheri Hickok of GE Renewable Energy,
visiting from Chicago, agreed the industry is
at a point where the economics are
overshadowing policy. “The technology is
demonstrating that without the policy
behind it we can drag LCOE [levelized cost
of energy] to a point where it’s competitive
on its own.” When a nation the size of
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Denmark relies on wind for more than 40%
of demand, for example, we know the
technology works. “It can be done. The
question is, when is the tipping point?”
There’s plenty of work to do, said Chris
Twomey of Elliott Green Power. Wind and
solar are nearing their limits of dispatch in
some countries, so work is needed in
developing storage at scale. The transition
will include peaks and troughs, he said, but
the market is “willing and able” to come up
with solutions. Wayward government
intervention is a risk in every market,
whether the result is overinvestment or
underinvestment, as is “overexuberance” in
new technology that skews decisionmaking. Rapid growth hasn’t yet been
tempered with consolidation, he said. “A lot
of efficiencies can be gained.”
The incumbents have the most to lose, of
course, and Buckley suspects lobbyists will
be busy pouring doubt into the minds of
consumers who, as Hickok said earlier, “are
very intelligent people who want to do the
right thing but don’t really have a clue about
what’s available.” Buckley cited a “blood
batteries” campaign which targets lithiumion storage. Second on his biggest-risk list is
China. Yes, the world‘s most populous
nation is committed to decarbonising its

economy, but the Communist Party’s Belt
Road Initiative of infrastructure projects
around the world “is all about exporting
surplus redundant capacity,” he said. China
may be the world’s number one investor in
renewables domestically, but that only
means they have excess coal-fired capacity.

DO THINGS BETTER
No-one should expect extravagant falls in
offtake prices for renewables, Twomey said,
but better outcomes might instead be wrung
from improvements to technology. “We
don’t think solar necessarily can go down in
cost,” he said, but adoption of bifacial panels
and improvements in software and
forecasting systems could lead to additional
returns. “There is a lot of opportunity to do
things better,” he said. “The joy of wind and
solar is every extra dollar in revenue is a
dollar to your bottom line.”
Around the world, Buckley is watching
how India expects to meet Prime Minister
Modi’s target of 523GW of renewables by
2030, which some say would require
136GWh of storage. “[Currently] their
biggest battery is 10MW, and it was installed
three months ago,” he said, before
predicting the nation of 1.4 billion might be
looking at improving connectivity to
neighbours in the Bay of Bengal to overcome
issues around firming.
Germany has mandated 1.3GW of storage
to address the imbalance between wind
generation in the north of the country and
load in the south, said Leslie of Fluence, and
offset the requirement for more transmission.
“In most markets most of the issues are first
appearing in the transmission line,” he said.
Buckley firmly suggested the Australian
Renewable Energy Agency’s expertise in
supporting clean energy technology should
be put to use in the fast-growing South-East
Asia region, with funding from the Clean
Energy Finance Corporation. With a nod of
approval from Bhavnagri, the crowd put
their hands together in a round of applause.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Hydrogen will ease a ‘massive challenge’
as world shifts to wind and solar: Finkel
Australia’s chief scientist sees hydrogen as the obvious storage
solution as the world ramps up its commitment to solar and wind.

J

ust when you thought wind and
solar would dominate electricity
supply for the next hundred years,
along comes Alan Finkel to kick off the
Australian Clean Energy Summit with a
rousing hymn to hydrogen.
That’s not to say he’s down on wind and
solar – “two fantastic technologies” – but
the storage job required to calm their erratic
generation is too big to be filled by what’s in
the toolkit (pumped hydro and batteries).
“If we’re going to replace oil, coal and gas
with solar and wind, it’s doable, it’s an
opportunity,” Australia’s chief scientist said.
“But it’s a massive challenge.”
Last year, solar and wind contributed
1.2% of global energy needs. To push coal
and gas out of the picture, 70 times more
solar and wind capacity will need to be
built. “It’s a massive, massive challenge.”
An enormous amount of storage will need
to be built, be it batteries or pumped hydro.
“But it’s going to need at least one more
thing,” he said. “Many people, not just me,
will argue we will need a means of storing
electricity in a high-density transportable
form … and the leading candidate for doing
that is hydrogen.”

READY FOR EXPORT
Hydrogen can be made using clean energy
to separate water into its constituents,
where the oxygen is released and the
hydrogen bottled.
Export-scale hydrogen production is a
fair way over the horizon, but Finkel likes to
think ahead.
Imagine a world 20 to 30 years from now,
he said, where Australia is exporting as
much hydrogen – produced using only solar
– in energy terms that it currently produces
as LNG exports. Hydrogen has 2.4 times
the energy density of LNG, he said, and if
you assume energy losses of 50% in
manufacturing and transmission, the
equivalent to exports for 2018 of LNG
would be 30 million tonnes of hydrogen.
That amount, when it reaches market,
would be converted into 980TWh.
“To make that, I need 1,980TWh,” he said,
which is eight times more than the total
www.ecogeneration.com.au

generation in Australia in 2018 – or about
900GW of solar. “It’s huge … really huge.
About 18,000 square km of solar. But you
know what? That’s only three-quarters of
one giant cattle station. If you think of it
that way, it’s a manageable task.”

RISING GLOBAL POWER
That’s if you want to match Australia’s
LNG exports for 2018. What if you want to
aim higher?
The Hydrogen Council is predicting in
2050 the world will be using 667 million
tonnes of clean hydrogen a year. It will take
about 44,000TWh of solar to make that, or
180 times Australia’s total energy generation
in 2018. All up, that’s about 400,000 square
km of panels. “Which is, on a global scale,
not that much,” Finkel said, as some in the
audience gaped.
OK, so the scale is a lot to take in. What

about diversity of supply? “I don’t know
about you, but it scares me to think of a
future where we’ve only got two primary
energy sources – wind and solar.”
Is there a third source? Wait for it…
“Hydrogen from coal and natural gas is
something that has to be given
consideration,” he told an auditorium filled
with clean energy professionals.
“Can we do it? It’s a question. I don’t
know the answer.”

CAUGHT AND STORED
Carbon capture and storage would need
to work to make it happen, and so far the
technology is a long way from
economical. “If it could be done properly
… it would give us a third primary
energy source.”
If Australia wants to exploit a full realm
of resources to produce hydrogen, we’re not
alone: Russia, Norway and Qatar are already
looking at fossil fuels as raw materials for
hydrogen production. To ensure we stay
competitive Finkel has developed a national
strategy in cahoots with the COAG Energy
Council Hydrogen Working Group.
“If we get it all right, I think 100 years
from now it would not be unreasonable to
imagine we would still be occupying a
beautiful planet.”

“It scares me to
think of a future
with two primary
energy sources
— wind and solar.”
Dr Alan Finkel

Alan Finkel described an
epic energy challenge.
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Life of a wind farm
heavy-lift project
manager
Wind turbines are growing to epic proportions.
Higher and higher they go! But have you ever
spared a thought for the people who lift these
giant propeller parts into place?

T

he clean energy solutions
needed to drive coal back
underground are
stunning in their scale. Solar
keeps a low profile on a large
footprint, but wind turbine
technology rises to fantastic
heights. The task of delivering
these giant generators to
remote sites and assembling
them pushes the limits of what
haulage and crane operators
can do. But they do it.
Global transport and heavylift provider ALE has been
supporting the renewables
rollout around the world for
years, among a portfolio of
projects that includes ports,
offshore, resources and civil
work. EcoGeneration spoke to
ALE heavy-lift project manager
Laura Davies, who is knee-deep
in construction at the 150MW
Lal Lal Wind Farm in Victoria.
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Could you describe your role
and what it involves?
Most of my time is spent
planning and scheduling works
to optimise the crane
movements, managing the
budget and supporting the site
team wherever required.
What are the biggest
challenges when managing
the construction of a wind
farm in Australia?
Building a wind farm requires
precise planning and
coordination. One of the biggest
challenges is how many
different factors can affect the
planning and execution.
Whether this is manufacturing,
shipping, transportation or
on-site challenges, if any one
of these stages encounters a
problem, it has a domino effect
on the rest.

www.ecogeneration.com.au

WIND

Hoisting gear at Lal Lal
Wind Farm
Cranes used at Lal Lal
include an AC700 allterrain crane, an LTM1750
all-terrain crane and two
LG1750 mobile cranes, all
specialised units for the
wind-handling activities.
The mobile cranes can
travel on roads less than
6m wide, to save time and
costs on civil upgrades.
Social climber: The odd koala or two have been known to wander up to the Vestas turbines for a better look, but not one has made it to the top.

PHOTOS: SUPPLIED

“In Victoria the
conditions are extreme
— we’ve had fire bans
in January to
hailstorms in June.”

Propelled: Laura Davies is a clean energy believer.

www.ecogeneration.com.au

What is a typical day like?
My standard day involves a pre-start with
the full team at 6.30am, co-ordination
with our subcontractors, providing
engineering support and keeping the
client updated by reporting our daily
progress at the end of each day.
My biggest focus at the moment is
analysing the processes and resources on
site to make the crane relocations as timeand cost-effective as possible.
When did you decide to work in wind?
It started when I joined ALE in June 2013
for an industrial placement year as part of
my university degree. It was a fantastic
experience, so I was excited to return to
the company in September 2015 after I
had graduated.
I have spent the past few years in various
locations around the world, including the
UK and Thailand, working on a range of
projects across different sectors. This has
been a great opportunity to develop my
engineering, management and operational
skill set.
Most recently, I made the decision to
move into a site-based project role to
develop my experience on large-scale
projects. And here I am.

What projects have you worked on
so far?
Right now I’m working on Lal Lal Wind
Farm, which is a 60-turbine Vestas site near
Ballarat, Victoria. Prior to this I was
working on the WEH Thepharak Wind
Farm Project in Thailand, about four hours
north of Bangkok. That was a 150-turbine
site split between Vestas and GE, with a 156metre hub-height turbine. The project was a
great challenge and was completed using
two Kroll Tower K1650L cranes, which
sparked my interest in the wind industry.
What would people never guess you do in
your role?
People are surprised when I describe my job
in general. The construction industry is still
male-dominated, especially on site, which
could seem challenging to an outsider.
However, throughout ALE there is a culture
to succeed together. Working on site is one
of the most enjoyable parts of my job and
there are opportunities to learn from a
diverse range of people.
Is strong wind a problem when building
a wind farm?
Yes, typically we lose around five days per
month to wind, which prevents the main
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a project to optimise the project resources
available. The work on a wind farm is very
fast-paced, so decisions have to be
calculated and made at the right time.
Are all wind farms the same or does
every job have its tricky issues? What
have been some real successes you’ve
seen and what did you learn?
On the project in Thailand we had a day and
night shift working which enabled us to
install the turbine and also build the crane
over a 24-hour shift. The dedication of the
project team was very impressive and
enabled the program to seamlessly
coordinate a continual shift.

Getting ready: Strong winds at Lal Lal may be a problem during construction but not when it’s commissioned.

“One of the biggest challenges is how many
different factors can affect the planning and
execution, whether this is manufacturing,
shipping, transportation or on-site challenges.”
cranes from lifting. Each component has a
different wind limit restriction due to the
surface area exposed.
For example, blades are most vulnerable
to the wind and are typically restricted to 8
or 9m/s depending on the blade design.
Wind aside, in Victoria the conditions are
very extreme; we have experienced fire bans
in January to hailstorms in June, so this has
also created challenging site conditions.

Has our wildlife ever been a problem?
Yes, Thailand had snakes whereas in
Australia we have encountered an eagle,
koala and many kangaroos!
Any tips for others in the industry?
Persevere through the difficult days.
Each day has its challenges, however
in this fast-paced industry there are
many small wins which you can’t take
for granted.

BUILDING WIND GENERATION IN THAILAND
ALE used two innovative tower cranes on Wind Energy Holding’s Thepharak wind farm
project in Thailand to handle and install more than 700 wind components for 60
turbines, with the components weighing up to 120 tonnes and hub heights reaching 157m.
Two K1650L cranes were chosen for their low counterweight, increased visibility, quick
assembly functionality and ability to work in high winds.
“By using these compact pedestal cranes, the civil works and costs have been
significantly reduced for our client,” says ALE project manager Tommy Quik. “The crane
has lifting capabilities like no other tower crane on the market.”

What is the most important thing you
have learned so far?
The importance of planning and
engineering the smartest way to complete

Meanwhile in South-East Asia: Work is now
complete at the Thepharak Wind Farm in Thailand.
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SOLAR
Expert panel: Minor issues can have
major impacts at plant level.

Modules under the microscope
Solar panels are being produced in staggering numbers as PV generation grows worldwide. The
technology is proven but manufacturing standards are highly variable. EcoGeneration speaks to
PV Evolution Labs CEO Jenya Meydbray about why developers must be vigilant buyers.

We are seeing rapid growth of large-scale
solar in Australia. How complacent
should project developers be about the
panels they are choosing?
Project developers – especially long-term
asset owners and investors – should not be
complacent about the modules that they
procure. Independent testing of commercial
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PV modules reveals two major issues that
buyers must be aware of: first, PV modules
with the exact same model number, data
sheet and power label can be made of
completely different materials and internal
components; and second, even small
changes in Bills of Materials (BOMs) can
significantly impact long-term reliability
and performance.
Certifications and warranties do not provide
buyers with sufficient protection against the
risks presented by these two issues.
Certifications only screen for short-term
defects and safety issues, not long-term
reliability and performance. Due to
measurement uncertainty, warranties
almost never fully compensate buyers for
performance loss, even when claims are
successful and the manufacturer is
financially solvent. PV Evolution Labs

(PVEL) performs extensive reliability and
performance testing through our Product
Qualification Program (PQP) on most
manufacturers and supports developers,
often with no cost to the developer.
From the latest report, can you describe
a case where a very small deviation in
materials or construction caused
unexpected reliability issues.
Our latest report focuses on a case study of
two PV modules with identical model
numbers, data sheets and power labels that
are actually comprised of completely different
materials – that is, different cells, backsheets,
encapsulants and other key components.
A buyer would have no way of knowing
that the PV modules had different Bills of
Materials (BOMs) unless they had
independently verified the BOMs during
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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olar panels may look like a generic
commodity but under closer
inspection all manner of sins can be
revealed. You have to know what to look for,
and laboratory technicians at PV Evolution
Labs in Berkeley, California, have devised a
menu of tests to sort the good from the bad.
Chief executive Jenya Meydbray spoke to
EcoGeneration about the small and not-sosmall irregularities on modules that, unless
detected, can render projects uneconomic.

SOLAR
production with a factory witness. One
module showed 2% degradation and the
other module showed 7% degradation after
800 thermal cycles. These divergent results
confirm that the modules will perform very
differently in the field.
In our 2018 Scorecard, we cited a case
study of two PV modules with identical
model numbers, data sheets and power
labels that had nearly identical BOMs with
the exception of the encapsulant. One
module showed 2% degradation following
PID [potential-induced degradation] testing
and the other showed 12% degradation –
changing the encapsulant caused the PV
module to become highly susceptible to PID.
What level of underperformance can
render a project unviable?
The level of underperformance that can
render a project unviable is dictated by its
unique energy yield and financial models.
Relatively “low degradation rates” of about
1.5-3% can render projects with tight
financial models unviable.
In a recent study the National Renewable
Energy Lab (NREL) determined that
increasing the annual module degradation
rate from 0.5% to 1.5% will cause the site’s
real levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) to

Bath time: The laboratory researchers have seen an increase in wet leakage faults over the past year or so.
A module that fails the test may present a safety hazard in the field, especially in wet conditions.

increase by 13.6%. This could severely
impact the project’s economics, turning a
profitable investment into a financial burden
for the asset owner.
The impact of site underperformance on
project financials is further demonstrated
by a poll conducted by PVEL where 70% of

survey respondents replied that an
underperformance of 3-6% is enough to
render their projects financially nonviable.
What are the main causes of panel failure?
Infant PV module failure modes and
degradation types include: contact failure

NUMBER 1 FOR SERVICE & INTEGRITY
One stop shop for all your financing needs
Corporate PPA’s
Rental and Chattel Mortgage
Cashflow financing for installers

www.solarfinance.com.au
1300 213 320
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year. It’s challenging to manage quality and
consistency with this staggering quantity
of production volume.

Turn up the heat: Panels are put through their paces at the PV Evolution Labs facility in Berkeley, California.

in the junction box or string interconnects,
solder joint degradation of the cell-to-cell or
cell-to-busbar interconnects, glass breakage,
loose frames, excessive light induced
degradation, light and elevated temperature
induced degradation (LeTID) and potentialinduced degradation (PID).
Mid-life PV module failure modes and
degradation types include: potentialinduced degradation (PID), diode failure,
cell interconnect breakage, backsheet
failure, glass and anti-reflection coating
degradation, EVA discolouring,
delamination and cracked cell insolation
and solder joint degradation of the cell-tocell or cell-to-busbar interconnects.
Wear-out PV module failure modes and
degradation types include: corrosion and
solder joint degradation of cell and
interconnect.
How can buyers test panels before
committing to a bulk order?
Buyers should require that manufacturers
conduct extended reliability and
performance testing from a reputable
independent lab such as PVEL. Our most
recent Product Qualification Program (PQP)
for PV modules requires the following
testing: thermal cycling, damp heat,
ultraviolet testing, dynamic mechanical load
sequence, potential-induced degradation,
field exposure, light-induced degradation
and PAN and IAM characterization.
Our product qualification program is
updated annually in response to feedback
from downstream partners, researchers and
manufacturers. Our next PQP will also
include backsheet durability sequence and
light and elevated temperature induced
degradation (LeTID) testing.
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Typically the manufacturer pays for
testing and PVEL provides reports from
testing to downstream partners on a
complimentary basis. PQP testing is
conducted at the Bill of Materials (BOM)
level and requires that BOMs are verified by
a third party during production.
This verification process is known as a
factory witness. A factory witness allows
buyers to determine the BOM used in
testing and then specify that the same BOM
that performed well in testing is used in
their bulk order. They can then be confident
in the long-term reliability and performance
of their selected modules.
Do reputable brands produce bad
batches? How does this happen?
Reputable brands do produce bad batches
and small, lesser known companies can
produce great batches of modules.
Unsurprisingly, we’ve found that bad
batches are often a response to cost
pressure. They typically occur when
material components are changed but are
not properly vetted or when quality controls
are not strictly adhered to. Every time a
BOM component is changed, a new quality
manager is onboarded on an existing line or
a new factory or factory line is opened,
independent PV module testing should be
conducted to verify product quality.
Technological advances can also drive
reliability and performance issues. The
relatively recent phenomenon of LeTID
observed in monocrystalline PERC cells is
one example.
A manufacturer with a 5GW production
capacity – which is pretty common
nowadays – produces roughly 40,000 PV
modules per day every single day of the

Have you tested bifacial panels? How do
they stand up?
We are currently testing several bifacial
product lines in our Product Qualification
Program (PQP) for PV modules. The results
will be available in our 2020 Scorecard. We
are also currently testing bifacial PV
modules in two large-scale research
projects that are partially funded by the US
Department of Energy.
While the full results from our studies are
not yet available, initial testing shows that
Bills of Material (BOMs) are as important to
the extended reliability and performance of
bifacial PV modules as they are for
monofacial modules. BOMs also have a
significant impact on the additional energy
yield delivered by bifacial modules. Bifacial
modules built with glass/glass construction
will have different degradation modes than
glass/backsheet construction. These
nuances must be properly vetted when
qualifying new products.
Do manufacturers take issue with your
testing methods, in particular the
thermal cycling?
Manufacturers rarely challenge the testing
performed in our PQP. They’re often at least
as interested in understanding long-term
reliability of their products as the
downstream community.
The reliability engineers in the solar
industry have been developing accelerated
lifetime testing methods for decades,
starting with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Block Buy Program in the 1980s. While
testing methods must constantly evolve
with changing technology, some
fundamental tests such as thermal cycling
haven’t changed much. Generally,
manufacturers understand that the PVEL
PQP is designed for and by their
downstream clients. As a result, they
usually accept the test durations.
Only four out of 15 brands have scored
well since 2014. What does that tell us?
The supply landscape has been in a state of
flux since 2014. Some of the manufacturers
listed in our early scorecards, such as
SolarWorld, are no longer even producing
PV modules. It’s also important to
emphasize that participation in the
scorecard is voluntary and that some
manufacturers choose not to be listed – this
may occur when a manufacturer is a top
performer in some but not all tests.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

RENEWABLE ENERGY SOLUTIONS

Power you can rely on for your domestic or commercial
applications, BAE Batteries provides you with
uninterrupted operations and the maximum service life.

Electromobility

Charging station in infastructure

Back-Up & Critical Power
Uninterrupted power supply

Off-Grid Systems

Private Consumer, Solarpower plant

Telecom

Radio & Telecomunications,
Cellular phone stations

Traffic Technology

Regulating systems, Traffic lights,
Emergency call stations

R & J Batteries are proud to be the National
distributor for the BAE tubular positive GEL
range of products.
BAE PVV and OPzV cells are available in amp
hour sizes from 121Ah(C10) to 4710Ah(C100).
We can also offer wet and flat plate BAE cells
if required.

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Many arms, one brain: solar
asset management explained
Solar projects are complex, with multiple parties and contracts to comply with. The simplicity of
an overview approach offered by an asset manager might appeal to some owners.

G

DATA AND MORE DATA
“If you look at a typical 100MW [solar] plant
in Australia, you’ve got roughly 300,000
modules, about 10,000 strings, about 500
combiner boxes, about 50 inverters, about 20
transformers – each of those giving data
points,” Rand said. “That’s all data flowing in
that is valuable for enhancing performance.”
Contract and performance data is the
“centre point” for proper asset management.
Operations and maintenance services
fi rms are harnessing the power of data,
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The panel, from left: James Pagonis, director, Powerhub; Frank Teofilo, senior director energy services and O&M,
First Solar; Alba Ruiz Leon, managing director, Innogy Renewables; Mike Rand, managing director, Blueshore.

said Frank Teofi lo of First Solar. “When
you’ve got a portfolio of plants [under
management] you can actually see trends,
and if you build that knowledge from those
trends you can [achieve] outcomes across a
portfolio,” he said. Participants who can
leverage international connections or
projects in other regions will have deep
reserves of experience, he said. “That’s the
knowledge base international markets
bring to Australia.”
The clean energy revolution didn’t start
yesterday, Alba Ruiz Leon of Innogy
Renewables reminded the audience. “We
need to think of asset management as
something old, because it’s nothing new,” she
said, alluding to high-risk industries where
the asset management role is longestablished, including aerospace and nuclear.
“We do not need to re-invent the wheel.
Can we look at what has already worked for
those assets? Can we leverage that existing
information, can we leverage those asset
management work practices?” she said.
“There are already well demonstrated
methodologies … these industries use.”
As the market matures, the risks will fall
to the parties best equipped to manage that

risk, said Teofilo. “At the moment the risk is
being put to certain areas of the market
where there is not enough maturity to
understand that risk.”
With assets scattered far and wide across
Australia a lot of revenue can be lost if
maintenance is haphazard, especially when
it comes to replacing parts. “The biggest risk
is this market is the revenue lost when you
have failure,” said Rand. “Monitoring is
absolutely imperative, because you can
identify when those failures are going to
happen or diagnose what the failure is
before you are on the site to try to fix it.”
For owners to squeeze maximum value
out of an asset and the contacts it is
supported by, Rand said in conclusion, they
must understand how a plant is performing.
“That’s the role of an asset management
services provider as distinct from the
overall roles and responsibilities of asset
management, which includes operations
and management.”
Speaking for First Solar, Teofi lo said,
“If there is a true combined view of what
the outcome is … an O&M provider can
provide such insights and be accountable
for [them].”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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lobal events company Solar Plaza
visited Sydney in June to host the
first Solar Asset Management
Australia conference, where participants
from the industry spoke about the
importance of certainty and compliance in
delivering and maintaining projects.
A panel of experts started the event by
defining asset management as distinct from
the many contractual relationships a
developer will have to negotiate and rely on
throughout the life of a clean energy plant.
An asset will have an array of contracts
the SPV will be signing up to, said Mike
Rand at asset management provider
Blueshore, with an EPC, O&M provider, PPA
signatories, registration with AEMO, health
and safety, development approval, etc.
“There are probably 20 contracts that are
going to affect your project,” he said. “The
role of asset management services is to sit as
representative of the SPV to be the
counterpart to all of those contracts.”
Trust and performance are the two
pivotal factors in play, Rand said. A project
must be compliant and deliver as promised.
This means following the threads to ensure
all other parties that contribute to contracts
– and there may be many – are fulfilling
their obligations. To meet these
expectations, an asset manager must have
access to robust sources of data. As plants
get bigger, the task gets harder.

BATTERIES

Wanted: 400,000 batteries
at half price
Large-scale federal support for residential batteries would benefit everyone … although
some consumers would need convincing.

R

esidential solar PV is a stunning
little invention with one big
problem: when it’s pushing out peak
power, at precisely midday, everyone’s out
or at work. This means massive amounts of
generation are exported to the grid only to
be scooped up by retailers and on-sold at a
terrific mark-up.
That’s a good deal for the big guys but a
bum deal for owners of solar systems.
The solution is to buy an expensive
battery and store that excess solar energy
for use in the late afternoon and at night.
But batteries are hard to sell. They cost a
lot and it’s often up to busy installers to
explain their benefits in a few minutes or
press on with the more important work of
laying panels on rooftops.
Many installers EcoGeneration speaks to
well-understand the good points about
battery storage but quickly conclude that
prices have a way to go before they can
easily get customers over the line.

HERE’S AN IDEA
The storage market always seems to be on
the cusp of exponential growth, according

to forecasts, and costs are predicted to fall
as the technology matures and electric
vehicles – which use far bigger batteries
than are mounted in houses – inevitably
replace petrol-coughing cars and trucks.
A quick way to knock half the cost off a
battery, however, is for the government to
chip in.
If that were to happen not only would
many more of the 2.2 million or so
residential PV systems in Australia
immediately yield more value to their
owners, but the quality of power in areas of
the grid with high PV penetration would be
improved – a bonus for network providers
beset by leaps in voltage.
“The trouble with solar is that, 38 times
this year solar in the middle of the day has
had a negative value,” says DC Power Co
co-founder and CEO Nic Frances-Gilley
MBE, speaking to EcoGeneration in late
July. “The more solar we bring on, the more
days there will be when it has negative value
… and solar owners will end up losing the
value they could get from selling it.”
Those who don’t have solar will benefit
from a leap in battery installations, of
course, as the price of electricity on the grid
should in theory drop. “It’s an interesting
dynamic coming to the marketplace: solar
will be worth less if you don’t use it, but
worth more if you do.”

CAN CANBERRA GO HALVES?

Charge it: Nick Frances-Gilley sees subsidised
storage as the best route to grid stability.
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Frances-Gilley has authored a white paper
with Marchment Hill Consulting which
suggests a simple solution: that 400,000
owners of rooftop residential systems install
batteries enabled with virtual power plant
capabilities, with half of the cost covered by
a government subsidy.
For owners of solar in large houses with
power bills over $2,500 a year, it already
makes sense to own a battery, FrancesGilley says. As power prices rise and
batteries become cheaper and more efficient,

the decision to own will only become easier
even for smaller households.
A bulk storage deal that helps maximise
self-consumption of residential solar would
stabilise voltage levels, reduce the evening
peak and relieve other forms of generation
that have seen the afternoon ramp steepen
over recent years.
“The government also needs to firm up
the whole energy market for the incoming
renewables, and batteries do that,” he says.
“[They’ve proposed] that with a great big
battery, Snowy 2.0. Well, actually, for half
the cost of that you can afford a 50% subsidy
for 400,000 batteries, which will deliver the
same output, but closer to where it’s needed,
in half the time.”

CONSUMER CONFUSION
The white paper’s suggested “Sunny 1.0”
program could be implemented within one
political term – if it receives bipartisan
support, Frances-Gilley says.
“The truth is,” he continues, “we probably
need Snowy 2.0, we probably need the
Tasmanian Battery of the Nation and we
probably need four Sunny 1.0s … or 1.6
million subsidised batteries. That level of
battery would firm out this whole market.”
If firming is not added to the system, he
says, renewables will continue to “skew” the
market, distort prices and get a bad rap.
“That’s why they [Canberra] need to start
building the future energy infrastructure.”
Owners would have to agree to have their
systems connected in a virtual power plant
to receive the benefit. At times of extreme
peak demand, the linked batteries would be
triggered to relieve stress in the NEM.
“That’s the added value,” he says. “But
before you get at the complexities of VPPs,
however, you need to get some of this solar
out of the system – and householders should
do that because it makes sense. If batteries
were half the price, it would make sense for
all householders.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Much is unknown about the way batteryowners use the technology, and trials of
virtual power plants of tens or hundreds or
thousands of connected storage systems are
in their very early stages around Australia.
Battery-maker sonnen, for example, is
packaging VPP capability into a set-rate
energy offer, so that consumers get to make
a relatively simple decision about what
they’ll spend on power each month without
having to calculate the value to other parties
of accessing their surplus solar.
Not enough households have signed up to
the sonnenFlat offer for the company to
estimate its potential value, but it has all the
regions it needs to step ahead on marketing
the offer up and down the east coast with
retailer Energy Locals.
In Adelaide, AGL’s VPP trial is inching
towards its target of signing up 1,000
households. The retailer is reluctant to
share many details as yet but charts shared
at a conference recently showed a levelling
effect on demand – as hoped for.
At a far smaller scale TasNetworks’
Consort project in Bruny Island included
installation of batteries in 34 homes, and
follow-up research found some consumers
weren’t entirely positive about the
experience. A small number, 6%, were
anxious about the trial, and many did not
www.ecogeneration.com.au

enjoy the installation process. In the
TasNetworks project, third party Reposit
Power gets to access its smart meter
technology in the residential systems and
trade surplus or stored energy to exploit
the market.
“What can go wrong is if this agent starts
making decisions that the customer doesn’t
expect, the agent begins to look a little bit
dodgy and they lose trust in their agent,”
TasNetworks senior innovation engineer
Laura Jones said during a presentation at
the Australian Clean Energy Summit in
July. But it’s not all bad, she said, as 96% of
people on Bruny thought the benefits of the
project outweighed the issues.
Between 60,000 and 80,000 residential
solar PV systems around Australia include
battery storage.

IN FRONT OF THE METER
Another possible solution to voltage issues
in suburbs that host a lot of solar might be
the notion of “community energy storage”,
or solving the problem in front of the meter
instead of behind it. In Canberra,
researchers at the ANU are looking at
neighbourhood-scale storage, which would
give a lot of the benefits of aggregation but
also incur network charges. Units could
serve households on feeder lines and be

sized in the hundreds of kilowatt-hours to
low megawatt-hours.
“[Residential storage] is hard to sell, and
that’s why going in front of the meter gives
you a lot of benefits,” says Bjorn Sturmberg,
research leader in the battery storage and
grid integration program at the ANU College
of Engineering and Computer Science.
The DC Power-Marchment Hill white
paper is part of the Lead The Charge
pledge, an attempt by DC Power, Future
Super, Australian Energy Foundation and
others to light a fire under consumers.
“It’s a pledge for householders to say, I care
about the environment, I’m acting on
renewables and I’m going to do three things:
I’m going to stop using a power company that
owns fossil-fuel plants; I’m going to make my
home more energy efficient and move
towards renewables, and; I’m going to ask
government to pause on all the politics and
support householders to get on and act in this
renewable space,” says Frances-Gilley.
If managed well, a shot of government
funding would inspire price rivalry between
storage brands or preference could be
shown to those that manufacture in
Australia or source local resources, he says.
Otherwise, consumers could be left to make
their own choices and fire up competition
among battery-makers that way.
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We need to talk about energy
The message about energy efficiency is slowly getting through to owners of businesses,
buildings and houses — but there’s still a long way to go.
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falling cost of behind-the-meter generation
makes it an easy capex decision. Big savings
aren’t as simple as integrating that new
supply into operations. It pays to know how
you use energy – and many managers don’t.

IN THE DARK ON DATA
If a business understands its usage and has
smoothed its load as much as it can, it will
demand less from the grid and benefit
accordingly, says Dani Alexander, research
principal at the Institute for Sustainable
Futures at the University of Technology,
Sydney. However, when researchers looked
at a sample of Australian businesses with
stated sustainable objectives to find how
energy used and sometimes generated on
site could be optimised, “we realised the
data we were getting from those businesses
wasn’t consistent or comprehensive enough
to provide recommendations,” she says.
More work is needed in helping users
understand the dynamics of their energy

use before the message can get through that
there are ways to manage it (and claw back
some power from the gen-tailer giants).
“Energy is not the business of those
businesses,” Alexander says, speaking at an
Energy Lab panel discussion on smart
buildings and energy data hosted by UTS in
early August.

IN THE SUBURBS
Rooftop solar arrays are a common sight in
the suburbs, but there is still plenty that’s
mysterious about energy use to those
homeowners. Renate Egan, co-founder and
chair of Solar Analytics, says her experience
has led her to roughly conclude there is
usually one energy nerd in every household.
That matters to Solar Analytics, which sells
monitoring software that can measure a
solar system’s performance, flag problems
(sometimes with appliances), offer tips on
how to get value out of a system and look at
load profile to work out the best size for a
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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N

o matter the heavy rhetoric from
those in the industry about the
obvious benefits of clean energy, it’s
still the case most of us blithely consume as
much electricity as we feel like regardless of
where it comes from.
The first step to solving the energy crunch
is to use only what you need – and then seek
out clean supply. But having all grown up on
cheap, endless supply, it’s hard to adjust
your thinking.
Very simply, this is the nut that needs to
be cracked. If Australians took energy use as
seriously as they do the cricket results or
what’s up next on Netflix, the national grid
would breathe a long sigh of relief.
Change is coming slowly, however, as
proponents patiently explain to householders
or business owners one easy way to make
money is to not spend it on utility bills.
In the case of the serious energy users in
commerce and industry, solar PV is
appearing on more and more rooftops as the

SMART BUILDINGS
battery. Monitoring software delivers plenty
of smarts to system owners, but how much
do they care?
When Solar Analytics tested whether the
way data is presented made much difference
to clients it found that child-like illustrative
methods of communication resonated with
some users far more powerfully than techylooking data streams.
“It was fascinating to have gone through
that behavioural piece to understand
different people and how they engage with
energy,” Egan says.
“Engagement with energy is probably [the
market’s] biggest problem.”
Solar Analytics monitoring is fitted to
about 30,000 of the more than 2 million
residential systems in Australia.

KEEP COOL
When energy costs are predicted to make
up more than half the costs in a business,
entrepreneurs at start-up stage will be
deluded if they don’t think far ahead
about serious efficiency measures. It’s
easier said than done, especially when
you’re establishing and operating a
portfolio of energy-hungry data centres
around the country.
Two of NextDC’s data centres have
continuous grid loads of more than 10MW,
chief operating officer Simon Cooper tells
EcoGeneration, but they were designed in
such a way that efficiencies are triggered at
high load levels. For about half the year in
Melbourne, for example, Cooper says air
temperature conditions are sufficient to precool the chilled water from the data hall
before it goes into the chillers.
“[The facility manager in the Melbourne
centre] has seen the equivalent of 6MW of
cooling achieved through radiators we use
when the air temperature is low enough,
completely without the requirements of the
chillers,” he says. Air flows within the data
hall are another opportunity for savings. “If
we get the air flows correct – not too fast
and not too slow.”
NextDC operates nine facilities in
Australia and its Melbourne and Sydney
sites have achieved 5-star NABERS energy
efficiency ratings, the culmination of an
arduous but satisfying mission for Cooper.

making fine adjustments. “You’ve got to be
consistent,” he says. “Every day you’ve not
tuned your facility is a negative impact on
your overall result.”
Cooper admires the rigour in the
NABERS standard, where data is collected
every hour of every day to ensure “an honest
view” of how a building has performed over
a year. NextDC designed and built its
“generation one” data centre against the
NABERS benchmark and has completed yetto-be-certified “generation two” centres.
If business owners are serious about
energy efficiency and emissions reduction
targets they must decide on a trusted
certification standard and methodology.
Pretenders are only wasting their time. “You
won’t get to where you need to be – or you’ll
be called out.”
Boards have historically looked at power
cost as just another line item that needs to
be adjusted for CPI each year, Cooper says,
when it should be seen as an opportunity to
put sentiment into action. “It’s hard, but
that’s where you get internal focus and
ideas,” he says. “Facing it head on is the
most important thing.”
NextDC started early. The company
installed a 400kW solar system on its
Melbourne data centre in 2012 and was part
of the 14-member Melbourne Renewable

Boards have looked at power cost as just another
line item when it’s more a chance to take action.

NextDC’s S1 data centre in Sydney
has hit a NABERS 5-star target.

Energy Project finalised in 2017 that
supported an 80MW wind farm in Victoria.

JUST BUILD IT
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A TOUGH TASK
The NABERS process is rigorous and
lengthy, Cooper says. Before the 12-month
data collection period starts a business
must met an examiner’s stringent
requirements for accuracy in measurement
systems, and when everything is up and
running it’s a case of monitoring and
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Hudson recounts qualitative research he
conducted for a sustainable housing
initiative by the NSW Office of Environment
and Heritage. Of the two-hour interviews he
conducted with 10 of Sydney’s biggestvolume homebuilders, not one mentioned
“smart homes” or energy data. It’s
frustrating, he says. “Where energy has
been historically very cheap, and the climate
is temperate, you get [ambivalence],” he
says. “Where it’s cold, and if you get the
thermostat [setting] wrong grandma dies,
you have a stronger imperative to get this
stuff right.”
Instead of residential properties built by
a randomly selected assemblage of
unrelated tradespeople all choosing
materials and appliances that don’t, or
can’t, share data with each other – or the
grid – Hudson sees better energy outcomes
for “manufactured” homes, designed and
assembled in sections in a factory by one
operator. An example is Japanese company
Sekisui House, which makes about 30,000
net-zero residences a year.
Builders might see the wind shift when
Climate-KIC’s ARENA-funded study of
Frasers Fairwater housing development in
Blacktown, Sydney, is released in a couple of
years’ time. The development includes
ground-source heat pumps in 800 homes to

Rising cost means energy is now “a CFO
topic, not just a facilities topic,” says Hudson
Worsley, co-founder and director of
Presync, an energy consultant to the
property sector, and former head of
sustainability at Stockland’s residential
business. Still, the message is hard to
hammer home in the building business.

reduce peak demand from air-conditioning.
“[Network services provider] Endeavour
Energy has come to the table with great
interest,” says Hudson, adding extra sensors
to its local zone substation to understand
peak load profile.
As word spreads, and savings accumulate
in purses and on balance sheets around the
country, it won’t be long until energy is as
popular as whatever it is everyone’s
rushing home to watch on their laptops
these days.
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Australia, the natural
energy exporter
Australia can become a major renewable energy exporter while helping energy deficient
countries in Asia to reduce their use of fossil fuels, writes Amar Rathore.

A

ustralia has a natural advantage to
become a major renewable energy
exporter to the Asia-Pacific region.
Generating emission-free electricity from
gigawatt-size solar farms located in
Northern Australia offers a huge export
opportunity. Renewable energy can be
exported by producing hydrogen from
renewable electricity and shipping
liquified hydrogen to international
customers and using sub-sea electrical
cables to supply renewable electricity to
our neighbours in Asia.
The main downside of hydrogen is
inefficiency, as energy used in hydrogen
production and liquification only leaves a
small amount of final energy.
High voltage direct current (HVDC)
interconnectors can carry large amounts of
electricity over longer distances with low
electricity losses.
Technological advances in HVDC
transmission and falling renewable energy
costs make an Australia-Asia electricity grid
interconnection a real possibility in the
coming decades.
The vast deserts of the Northern Territory
and Western Australia have the world’s best
solar radiance. For each megawatt of
installed solar capacity in these regions an
extra 15% energy can be generated as
compared with southern states.
According to a recent report by The

Amar Rathore
is a senior
associate at the
Market Advisory
Group and a
member of the
EcoGeneration
editorial board.
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Australia Institute, we are the world’s thirdlargest exporter of CO2 in fossil fuels. Coal
exports are Australia’s second-largest
source of revenue.
However, the future of coal exports looks
bleak, with some of Australia’s biggest
customers – Japan, China and India –
shifting away from importing coal for
electricity generation. The commitment to
the Paris Agreement and other policy
developments internationally point to a
falling future demand for coal.
There is far too much optimism in
Australia about the long-term future of coal
exports, but we must take urgent steps to
replace Australia’s existing fossil fuel export
industries with exports of renewable
hydrogen and electricity exports to Asia via
sub-sea HVDC cables. Australia needs to
grab the renewable energy export
opportunity now.
This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
for Australia, with the best renewable
energy resource in the developed world, to
expand its energy generation for export and
help other nations to reduce their emissions.

CONNECTING TO ASIAN GRIDS
The idea of a regional and global
electricity grid has been around for a
while but not much progress has been
made due to a lack of political imperative
and high start-up costs.
Japan has a plan for grid interconnection
with neighbouring countries and Softbank
CEO Masayoshi Son has announced his
vision of creating an Asia Super Grid.
This super grid could see the electricity
networks of Japan, South Korea, China,
India and Russia linked via Mongolia,
allowing Asian countries to tap into
Mongolia’s vast solar and wind resources.
However, this plan would require
Japan to have friendly relations with the
countries involved, which might be

politically implausible. There is an
opportunity for Australia to engage with
Japan about a North Australian grid
connecting with the Asia Super Grid or
directly to the Japanese grid.
Connecting Northern Australia to the
Asia Super Grid or directly to Japan will
create significant export and job
opportunities. The longest sub-sea HVDC
cable currently under construction is the
1,500 km long EuroAsia Interconnector,
which will connect the grids of Israel,
Cyprus and Greece.

EXPORTING CLEAN RENEWABLE
ELECTRICITY
There have been several recent
announcements about producing renewable
hydrogen in West Australia’s Pilbara region
for export to Japan and South Korea.
Reports about a 10GW solar project in the
Northern Territory to export electricity to
Singapore via sub-sea HVDC cable shows
there is an enormous potential for
Australia to supply clean renewable
electricity to our neighbours.
Grid integration between Northern
Australia and countries in Asia with a
sub-sea HVDC interconnector will open
up a great export opportunity for
Australia. A sub-sea HVDC cable at 800
kilovolts will have around 3% loss per
1,000km, so a 6,000km cable will have
less than 20% electrical losses, which
clearly shows that transport of electricity
using HVDC is much more efficient as
compared to hydrogen.
Grid connections over larger geographic
areas have many other advantages.
Interconnected countries can benefit from
different time zones and export power to
their neighbours while their own demand is
low at night and generation from wind farms
is high. Similarly, connecting across northern
and southern hemispheres can help to
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Exporting renewable
electricity using
HVDC sub-sea
interconnectors is a
much better option
than exporting
hydrogen.

Mongolia

China

S. Korea
Japan

India

balance the seasonal differences in demand.
Japan and South Korea meet their energy
requirements by importing fossil fuels. Both
Japan and South Korea are looking to
import renewable hydrogen. The renewable
electricity generated by solar farms in
Northern Australia can be used to produce
renewable hydrogen to meet the growing
demand from Japan and South Korea.
According to a 2018 report from Chief
Scientist Dr Alan Finkel, Australia’s
hydrogen annual exports could reach
$1.7 billion by 2030.

Singapore

Pilbara to
Singapore
sub-sea cable
3,500km
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EXPORTING RENEWABLE
HYDROGEN
Hydrogen does not exist on Earth as a gas; it
is created from other compounds. Two of
the most common methods used to produce
hydrogen are electrolysis using renewable
energy, which has no emissions but is
inefficient, expensive and requires
significant amounts of clean water, and
steam reforming, where hydrogen is
separated from carbon atoms in methane.
As methane is sourced from fossil fuels, the
process results in greenhouse gas emissions.
Renewable hydrogen can be used for
heating applications, hydrogen fuel-cell
powered vehicles and providing energy
storage, fast ramping load/generation and
frequency control in a 100% renewable grid.
A shift from high-emission petrol and
diesel vehicles to battery electric vehicles
charged with renewable electricity is
necessary. A move to renewable hydrogen
powered fuel cell vehicles looks attractive,
but hydrogen fuel cell vehicles are much
less efficient as compared to battery
electric vehicles.
Whilst exporting hydrogen to Japan and
South Korea will be useful for Australia’s
economy, domestic use of hydrogen makes
little sense as it will result in inefficient use
of renewable electricity. Hydrogen produced
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Northern
Australia to
Japan sub-sea
cable 5,500km

Australia

Asia Super Grid
Sub-sea HVDC

Good neighbours: Australia might do well to consider connecting with the Asia Super Grid or Japanese grid.

from 100kWh renewable electricity after
liquification and transportation and used in
a fuel cell to generate electricity will only
create 20-25kWh of electricity. Exporting
renewable electricity using HVDC sub-sea
interconnectors with much lower loss is a
much better option.

OVER THE HORIZON
Australia has the world’s best solar and
wind resource. Exporting renewable
electricity to neighbouring countries using
HVDC power lines laid under the oceans is
a real possibility. Exporting renewable
electricity using HVDC has clear
advantages over hydrogen export.
There is an urgent need for Australia to
move away from its reliance on exporting
fossil fuels and look for new export streams

including renewable energy. Our export
market for fossil fuels will end, with the
rapidly rising electricity demand in Asia but
growing resistance to coal, and international
pressures to meet the Paris Agreement.
Australia can become a major renewable
energy exporting country while helping
energy deficient countries in Asia to reduce
their use of fossil fuels. Australia has all the
ingredients to become a renewable energy
superpower. Large arrays of PV panels
spread across vast areas in the Northern
Territory and Western Australia can
generate tens and hundreds of terawatt
hours of renewable electricity.
Exporting electricity via sub-sea HVDC
cables to Indonesia, Singapore, Japan and
South Korea can be worth billions in
export dollars.
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Electric vehicles — isn’t it time
Australia took the wheel?
The rollout of electric vehicles is an important step towards decarbonisation, says
Stephanie Bashir of Evie Networks, so why are we so slow to adopt this technology?

A

s Australia’s third-largest
contributor of emissions, our
transport industry is well placed to
make a crucial reduction in emissions by
adopting electric vehicle (EV) technology.
According to a recent report by PwC, the
adoption of EVs would reduce emissions by
18 million tonnes by 2030, equivalent of
taking 8 million petrol vehicles off the road.
EV uptake also has the potential to add
almost $3 billion to Australia’s real GDP
and create more than 13,000 jobs, the
report said.
Public health is another major benefit to
Australians from electrification of transport
and uptake of EVs. A study by the EV Council
and Asthma Australia suggests air pollution
from internal combustion engine motor
vehicles kills over 1,700 Australians a year.
Australia is in the top 20 nations for new
car purchases. But of the almost 1.2 million
cars we purchased in 2017 only about 2,200
were EVs. In the PwC report, 65% of survey
respondents said their main concerns about
adopting EV technology included access to
charging infrastructure. Another 61% said
vehicle purchase cost was a barrier and 59%
said they felt anxious over the distance an
EV can travel. Similarly, a survey by Climate
Works found 89% of motorists identified the
cost of electric vehicles and the provision of
public charging infrastructure as the main
barriers to purchase.

Stephanie
Bashir is head
of policy and
stakeholder
management at
Evie Networks.
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This fear is well founded. Australia has
fewer than 800 charging stations, and only
about 70 of them capable of fast charging.
While many consumers will charge at home,
they will also need plenty of fast chargers in
towns, suburbs and cities. Australians access
about 6,500 petrol stations. This is just the
beginning of the infrastructure build out.

CHARGING TECHNOLOGY
There are three types of EV charging
infrastructure technologies, each with
different applications, deployment modes
and implications for the electricity industry:
slower AC chargers, DC fast chargers and
ultrafast chargers.
Slower AC chargers are relatively cheap to
install and are suitable for non-time critical
or short-range travel. They will typically be
installed in homes and are predicted to
grow organically with the uptake of EVs.
DC fast chargers are more expensive and
complicated to maintain, but a 50kW charge
can be managed in 30-60 minutes. The
installed cost of a DC fast charger is in the
tens of thousands, well within the budget of
a business or multi-family residences.
Ultrafast chargers enable charging in tens
of minutes, fast enough for highway
charging or commercial fleets. They can
cost millions of dollars to install, depending
on the number of charging heads and the
cost of accessing the electricity network.
These chargers are most likely to be
deployed by highway rest stops or
commercial fleet operators. Ultrafast
chargers have much higher power draw and
must be carefully planned to integrate into
existing electricity systems.
Evie Networks chief executive Chris
Mills says placing new charging sites about
150km apart would address the “range
anxiety” that may be holding EVs back.
“Australia needs around 350 sites to cover
all the highways that make up our land

transportation network,” says Mills, with
technology aimed to help drivers of more
affordable electric cars that have to recharge
more frequently than top-end models.
In contrast to the EV market Australia leads
the way in the uptake of solar and batteries, or
what is known as distributed energy resources
(DER). This rapid growth in DER brings real
challenges for the electricity networks as it
creates a massive decline in demand of
domestic energy consumption during the day,
when solar PV is generating.
In the future power grid, EVs have the
potential to positively impact the energy
system by creating growth in new electricity
consumption, which would allow greater
utilization of the existing overbuilt electricity
distribution networks. If the right incentives
are offered to encourage certain charging
behaviors, Evie Networks believes this will
ensure customers receive more value out of
the infrastructure that already exists and
reduce the scale of asset write downs or
rebates as recommended by the ACCC.
Electricity networks, however, play a
critical role in enabling the deployment of the
charging infrastructure network as they are
the gatekeepers to all connections to the
electricity grid. The overly cautious approach
being adopted by the electricity networks to
power this expanding infrastructure is
creating significant barriers.
The Australian Renewable Energy Agency
will provide $15 million in funding to Evie
Networks to help roll-out a planned $50
million network of ultra-fast electric vehicle
chargers along Australia’s highways.

WE HAVE THE POWER
Evie Networks is working on the first phase
of its highway rollout, which consists of 42
sites along the east coast stretching from
Cairns and connecting the major capital
cities through to Adelaide, plus sites in
Tasmania and Perth. The first phase will see
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Charge it: If networks and charging infrastructure
companies work together, the EV rollout can begin.

23 sites built within the next 12 months. The
sites will feature ultrafast chargers made by
Brisbane-based Tritium. The company is
also planning fast-charging networks in the
major capital cities.
But there are barriers that require
government and industry support for Evie
Networks and other providers of this fast
charging technology.
An integrated approach is needed that
ensures infrastructure companies can
install and run charging sites while
electricity distributors better manage local
grid capacity so that recharging is made
more affordable.
Policy certainty would help, so the public
is made aware of the economic,
environmental and health benefits of EVs.
Political support for EVs would open the
door to public charging infrastructure
grants and see agreement on EV targets and
the use of EVs for government fleets.
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KEY CHALLENGES
However, there are several regulatory
outcomes needed to remove operational
barriers. Firstly, power connectivity is
expensive and inefficient. Currently there
are minimal obligations for an electricity
provider to respond to grid connection
applications in a timely manner. The
www.ecogeneration.com.au

The application of commercial and industrial tariffs
to public EV charging stations is problematic.
connectivity process can take more than six
months to receive a response to an
application, which can badly impact costs.
A collaborative approach between the
electricity networks and infrastructure
charging network companies would improve
the outcomes and ensure expectations, risks
and opportunities are managed.
Secondly, existing electricity tariffs are
unsuitable. The default application of
commercial and industrial demand tariffs to
public EV charging stations is problematic.
Evie Networks believes a tailored (costreflective) network pricing approach is
fundamental to balance the needs of EV
consumers with investor expectations and
reflect the costs placed on the network.
Tailored network pricing coupled with
adoption of demand management services
will drive efficient network utilization.
This requires a review of state-based
regulatory settings to allow for demand
management strategies.
A multi-faceted approach is needed,
which we have adopted in our network
rollout. This includes: deploying smart
chargers with remote control capabilities
(the Tritium chargers are wirelessly
connected to our network operations

platform so total site load and load sharing
across multiple chargers may be adjusted
dynamically); upfront capital expenditure at
our sites to augment the network and secure
capacity as per DNSP standards; increased
uptake of demand response programs and
energy efficiency products and services,
and; customer awareness and education
(unlike refueling, customers will engage
with apps to find available charging
stations, activate a session, monitor the
status of a charging session and pay).
Personalised experiences driven by data
can create additional value over time. As an
example, targeted customers can be notified
of charging stations that may be impacted
by network events.
Given the importance of fast charging to
EV adoption and the critical role that
electricity networks play in enabling the
deployment of fast charging infrastructure
networks, ignoring these key challenges
would risk the possibility that this emerging
market is slower to evolve and made
unnecessary more costly to drivers and
energy customers overall.
We are collaborating and working closely
with the electricity networks to establish
innovative solutions.
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FORECASTING

Self-forecasting on the NEM:
adopt early or hold on?
While weighing an investment in forecast systems, plants owners have an opportunity to wait
and see how the various methods are proven in the field, writes Dr Colin Bonner.

technical
director and
co-founder of
Fulcrum3D.
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Extrapolation

Climatology

Forecast lead time

self-forecasts. The summaries are for
all generators and forecast providers and
not just those included in the ARENA
project. The dispatch forecast data is
available to the public via the NEM website.
SCADA data, also available from NEM
website, provides summaries of actual
generation. There is no doubt that the public
data sets will be analysed by the industry to
understand the performance and return on
investment of the dozen or so suppliers.

THE TREND BEFORE THE RESULTS
From an insider’s perspective, selfforecasting for wind generators is
proceeding in a conservative manner while,
in contrast, the solar forecasting sector is
peppered with plenty of marketing hype –
driven, I suspect, by vendors and the need
for generators to reduce causer pays costs as
soon as possible.
While the self-forecast trials will run for
at least another year, most providers will
have early results from forecasts validated
by AEMO in late 2019. While there
is significant interest in selfforecasting, there can be considerable setup
costs and integration/validation time to set
up a forecast system. I would caution asset
owners and operators against early adoption
of forecast systems until their performance
has been proven.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

CHART SOURCE: CSIRO REVIEW OF THE APPLICATION OF NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION..., 2010.
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from a 1960s theory by renowned
meteorologist Edward Lorenz which has
been popularised as the “butterfly effect”,
which essentially means small changes can
have larger effects as time progresses.
Numerical weather prediction models can
be erroneous at initialisation due to initial
conditions and boundary effects. They are
generally best used for forecasts from 4-6
hours to days ahead as they are complex
computer models of the atmosphere. They
are essential for long-term forecasts as they
allow the state of the atmosphere to evolve.
They are computationally expensive and it
can take hours to run regional models. It is
possible to run numerical weather
prediction models much faster on smaller
areas, but data sources for assimilation
become problematic, resulting in a lower
skill score.
The extrapolation in Zipser’s graph is
applicable to forecasting from SCADA,
cloud forecasting from satellite images or
ground-based sky cameras and assimilation
of additional data sources such as Lidars
and Sodars. Extrapolation forecasting
takes data from sources which it uses to
estimate the state of the environment such
as cloud shape and velocity, wind speed
gradient, optical turbidity.
The state of the environment is assumed
to be constant for the forecast period and
the impact on energy generation calculated.
There is no inherent benefit from the
various AI/machine learning, physical
models, image processing and statistical
forecasting methods which are currently
being trialled in the NEM. All have
strengths and weaknesses and it comes
down to the vendors’ specific
implementation.
As part of the ARENA short-term
forecasting program, AEMO is publishing
the daily summaries of all solar and wind
energy forecasting systems and generator

Relative skills

I

n 2016, wind farm operators in a bid to
reduce causer pays led the push for semischeduled generators to provide selfforecasts to AEMO for dispatch, instead of
relying on AEMO’s forecasts. In response,
ARENA provided funding for 11 projects to
trial a range of different forecasting
technologies. The trials run for two years to
allow for seasonal variations and ensure
AEMO’s stringent vetting process to use a
specific self-forecast for dispatch is met.
At the time of writing in late August, no
self-forecasts have been used in AEMO’s
dispatch despite several forecast systems
being installed at trial sites in the first half
of 2019.
The 11 ARENA-funded projects are using
different technologies ranging from groundand space-based remote sensing, artificial
intelligence, sky cameras, thermal cameras
and numerical weather prediction.
Forecasts are assessed by their “skill
score”, which is a simple process of
comparing the forecast parameter to what
actually happened. A perfect forecast would
have a skill score of zero; the score becomes
negative as the forecast becomes less
accurate or loses forecasting skill.
Respected meteorologist Edward Zipser
presented the graph below in 1990, which
illustrates the trends in skill score of various
meteorological forecast methods versus the
time ahead they are trying to forecast.
Zipser’s limit of predictability is derived
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ENERGY TRANSITION

Real vs Reactive: the new
power balance
A three-year trial that tested the value to networks of residential solar and storage systems
uncovered the value in reactive power — and the potential for inverters to really flex their muscles.

M

ost people think about clean energy
sources wind and solar in one of two
ways: as erratic performers that will
shut down the grid at their whim, or as
utterly logical solutions to our energy needs
that, cleverly managed, will power us
forever more.
In Australia, an enormous number of
homeowners have chosen solar PV as a
clever way to push down their power bills.
No-one can vouch that all 2 million of them
believe the Earth’s heating up, but their
investment in solar cuts our reliance on
coal. And that’s good.
Behind the scenes, however, the energy
technologists are looking at their screens
with worried faces. On networks where
solar penetration is high, voltage levels are
rising as inverters export unused electricity
to the grid. Then, as night approaches,
demand is ramping up ever steeper towards
resistantly high peaks.
Clean energy comes with a little pain, and
if networks get stressed about it you can be
sure they’ll pass their frustrations along in
the form of higher charges for all customers
– or bar exports, as they do for commercial
and industrial solar systems.

are solar or battery inverters. If customers
HOW CUSTOMER-OWNED ENERGY
resources
can
provide network services, networks canHow customer-owned
RESOURCES CANenergy
SUPPORT
THE
support
the
future
electricity
grid
avoid upgrades and supply charges will
FUTURE ELECTRICITY GRID
surely fall. After all, voltage regulation in
solar and storage systems can be accessed,
FEEDBACK
IDENTIFY
so why not do so?
“The standard means you have to have
that capability, but it doesn’t require that
PLAN
TRANSACT
that capability be turned on,” says ISF
research principal Dani Alexander.
The benefit of working with networks
to find a solution is that the capability
could be turned on, if customers are
PRICE
MEASURE
offered an incentive, she says. “You
can’t just tap into people’s solar or
storage systems without them agreeing
ACQUIRE
INTEGRATE
and being appropriately compensated.”
Open a feedback loop
for all participants
involved
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Align distributed energy
resources-based options
with market operator and
network planning

Clear and settle
payments for the
service in real-time

Price the resource
publicly according to
real-time market value

Effectively measure the
impact of the service
that is delivered

Integrate seamlessly
with network systems via
a standard platform

Acquire enough
customers to address
the constraint

NETWORK SERVICES,
MADE AT HOME
What does it mean to regulate voltage in a
spindly, complex NEM? When the voltage
rises, inverters connected to solar PV
systems on that part of the network shut
down. Not every owner of a solar system is
really that engaged, so they may be totally
unaware that their inverter has suddenly
switched itself off. There have been many

“The combination of real power and reactive
power has a profound effect on voltage.”
A solution to rising voltage levels needs to
be found, and researchers at the Institute
for Sustainable Futures (ISF) at the
University of Technology Sydney think
customer inverters can help, whether they

Identify both the constraint
and resource on the low
voltage network in real-time

instances where inverters don’t reset when
voltage falls back into an acceptable band –
and they need to be reactivated manually.
Those owners may go months not knowing
their panels are doing nothing at all. “One of

my friends lost six months’ of supply
without knowing,” says Geoff James, a
research principal at the ISF. “They’re not
energy experts, so how would they know?
The system is going to rely on this customer
solar contribution, so we want it to achieve
maximum value.”
Some serious investment is taking place
in commercial and industrial solar systems
around Australia but the market has a very
long way to go to catch up to the levels of
penetration in residential solar, where it’s
widely quoted that around 20% of homes
are topped off with some panels.
“They are more critically dependent on
the economics of their solar,” says James,
“and if it’s not going to be able to generate
then they won’t get the return they need
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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A town put to the test: In Yackandandah, right, AusNet tested 14 solar-and-storage
sites along a SWER feeder in Ben Valley and 35 solar-only sites.

and they won’t do it.” As more solar is
exported to the grid the range in voltage is
getting wider and the ramp rate is
steepening. For the past three years ISF has
worked on an approach to finding a solution
with network partners Essential Energy in
NSW and AusNet Services in Victoria, with
each settling on a slightly different
methodology. Essential was more interested
in “real power” impacts, whereas AusNet
took a different approach, expecting solar
inverters would be more useful than battery
inverters and eager to explore the
consequences for “reactive power”.

REAL VERSUS REACTIVE
“Reactive power is relatively unexplored
from solar inverters,” James says. “The type
of network in each trial was similar, but the
approach was somewhat different.”
Real power is about ramping systems up
and down; choosing when to inject energy
from batteries or switch off solar. Reactive
power is about changing the type of energy
output, from kWh to kVAR.
Reactive power, a property of AC, is the
phasing of the voltage and the current.
Normally, voltage and current are in phase,
to produce real power. When they are out of
phase, some real power is sacrificed. The
combination of real power and reactive
www.ecogeneration.com.au

power, says James,
“has a profound
effect on voltage.”
The higher the
ratio of reactive
power to real power,
the more profound
the effect on voltage.
The researchers found out that tier one
residential inverters used in the trials with
stated reactive power limits around 20%
could handle much higher amounts. “We
used them way beyond their specs, safely
and within the confines of the trial, and they
performed very well,” James says. “Even for
fairly low levels of solar power they could
still get heaps of reactive power, and that
could manage the voltage.”
It’s clear the industry, given the right
signal, could very easily produce inverters
with much more flexible specifications, he
says, and that are well adapted to providing
these services. “That was encouraging.”

THE SURVEY SAMPLE
In Yackandandah, north-east Victoria,
AusNet tested 14 solar-and-storage sites
along a SWER feeder in Ben Valley and 35
solar-only sites. In and around Collombatti,
north-east NSW, Essential Energy tested 32
solar-and-storage and nine solar-only sites.

The NSW system was controlled by smart
software developer Reposit and Mondo
Power’s Ubi system was used in Victoria.
The $5 million research included $1.6
million in funding from ARENA and some
state funding.
Some participants accepted an ARENAfunded subsidy to install a battery and solaronly participants were given a new tier one
inverter that could be controlled by a third
party. Batteries are useful and extremely
flexible, the researchers say, but also
expensive. For many households they are
not an economic investment.
Knocking on a solar owner’s door and
asking them to, in some cases, spend money
so they can take part in a trial to provide
“network services” sounds a bit like asking
an office worker to take a pay cut to measure
the effects on Australia’s GDP. The
researchers admit it wasn’t easy making the
pitch to homeowners.
“Because it’s all new it takes a lot of
ecogeneration October 2019
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The New CBI Battery Storage MCB Range

DD Frame with
Remote Actuator

They’re more flexible than they look: The researchers pushed the limits of inverters and found the technology has plenty more to offer.

impacted [than the $200 earned] in terms of
your energy revenues,” James says. “You’ll
be better off – and you’re actually helping
the network that might allow you to put
more solar on.”
Although the two trials linked more than
80 residential energy systems, the
researchers are reluctant to call them
virtual power plants. “I don’t call them
virtual power plants … although they are the
same technology,” says James. For a start,
the rules don’t allow a network to provide
power on the grid. “But if you have a system
that can manage an aggregation of customer
supply then definitely there are people who
are going to want to use that as a power

DD Frame
1 Pole

plant,” he says. “The same control system
can be used to supply network services –
and that’s what we were doing.”

BALANCE OF POWER
As the results came in, the researchers saw
the value of reactive power outweighed real
power. “For the same voltage impact, you
can have a much smaller amount of real
power constraint,” James says. When
voltage is high, it makes more sense for solar
systems to supply reactive power than to be
cut off. “If you got cut off you would miss out
on revenue, but if you instead diverted some
of your active power to reactive power it
costs you less,” Alexander says.

DD Frame
2 Pole

Supply voltage
15 Vdc to 80 Vdc

Selectable between remote
or manual operation

CB ratings up to 100 A ac
to 300 A dc

Can be supplied from
system line voltage or
stand-alone source

Can be paired with up to
3 Pole DD Frame circuit
breakers

Acutation of circuit breaker
occurs internally

DD Frame
3 Pole

Applications include:
Telecommunications, railways,
solar, system automation,
battery storage; switching
operations in distant,
unreachable or unsafe
environments.

For full technical data on the CBI DD Range contact CBI or visit cbi-electric.com.au
DD Frames are listed on our site under Products > CBI > CBE Circuit Breakers for Equipment

Altered states: The models used in NSW and Victoria were slightly different, allowing for customer payments to be made by the network or a third party.
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explaining,” James says. “We ran barbecues
multiple times … there was quite a lot of
work.” But generous subsidies helped get the
required numbers over the line.
In NSW, $7,200 subsidies were offered on
10kWh batteries and hybrid inverters, with
Reposit offering payments of $1/kWh for
“control events”. So far, owners of 6.5kWh
batteries are earning average annual
payments from Reposit of $260 and owners
of 9.8kWh batteries up to $330 a year.
In Victoria, participants were paid a flat
$200 a year.
“In Victoria we did a calculation and said,
OK, if we operate your system at maximum
capacity … you’re still going to be less

ENERGY TRANSITION

The New CBI Battery Storage MCB Range

Maybe it would be just as effective for a
smaller sample of participants to supply
reactive power so everyone else can benefit
by providing real power? “What a
fascinating question,” says James. “We are
really interested in exploring an equitable
way to provide these services across all the
customers.”
Inspecting parts of networks under
laboratory conditions would allow a
designer to decide the best places to inject
reactive power when needed, which of
course might not be where solar and storage
assets are distributed. “There’s more to be
discovered in the data that we have,” James
says. “People in some locations would have
found their services called on more than in
others, and that’s because of the physical
nature of some parts of [any] network.
Typically, at the end of the feeder the
voltage varies more than at the beginning,
so that customers would be expected to be
called on more than people at the
transformer end, the substation end.”
It’s evidence that a controlled system would
be superior to a mandated system. A solution
that allowed flexibility for inverter settings for
customers would be more technically efficient.
“At several levels the mandated,
DDsame-size-fitsFrame
all approach is not something1we’d
advocate.”
Pole

When voltage is high, the researchers saw it
makes more sense for solar systems to supply
reactive power than to be cut off.

DD Frame with
Remote Actuator
Alexander anticipates future joint
research with another institution may
reveal an approach to inverter dispatch
optimisation that will share the benefits.
“You can talk about it in a social finance
sense, but actually there are potentially
technical solutions to this problem that we
can test,” she says.
The research, dubbed Networks Renewed,
only includes customer-owned assets but
networks have all sorts of ways to manage
the problem of voltage irregularities
themselves: transformer taps, power
electronic voltage regulators, reconductoring and upgrading distribution
transformers, etc. For the Collombatti trial,
solutions available to Essential Energy range
from $1,185,000 for power electronic voltage
regulators to the no-cost option of refusing
any further connections of solar or storage
– which of course is not going to happen as
the entire NEM
lurches away from
DDslowly
Frame
reliance on large
thermal
generators.
2 Pole

When the assets are already there on
people’s rooftops, it makes far greater sense
to learn how to use them. The challenge is to
access the legion of assets equitably,
Alexander says.
The trial saw AusNet, Essential and the
Institute for Sustainable Futures awarded
the Clean Energy Council’s Innovation
Award at the Australian Clean Energy
Summit in July.
No matter what the research says about
Collombatti and Yackandandah, networks
will assess each problem on its own merits
and apply the solution that fits, says James.
“There’s always going to be a
combination. There’ll be some feeders that
are best approached by network investment,
or they might take advantage of high solar
penetration. ‘I’m going to use the customer
solution on this feeder and I’m going to put a
voltage regulator that I buy on that feeder.’
That’s
how the system should work; it’s a
DD Frame
rational
3 Pole decision.”

Use picture below and add points
100A,125A and 250A units
ENCLOSURES IP67 UV RATED
Hydraulic Magnetic circuit breakers
Non Polarised switching both poles
simultaneously
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BUILD YOUR DREAMS,
EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS.

Easy plug-and-play
installation

10 years capacity
warranty

Three size options:
61, 131 and 233 kWh

Renewable self consumption
EV Charging optimization
Frequency regulation
Backup power
Peak shaving
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their own energy”
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Classroom revolution puts solar and
storage into play, page 80

The solar installer
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TEN YEARS IN SOLAR P.84
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Bifacial solar tops Qld car park

T

he rooftop parking area of the Sunshine
Plaza Shopping Centre on Queensland’s
Sunshine Coast now hosts Australia’s
largest installation of bifacial solar panels.
The 1.1MW installation, designed and
installed by Autonomous Energy, is the
topping on a $440 million redevelopment
of the site.
Bifacial solar modules produce electricity
from the front and back of the panel, and the
owner hopes for up to 30% more output
compared with regular panels. Solar shading
structures support 2,710 LG Electronics NeON2

bifacial panels that cover 280 parking spaces
over two areas of the multi-storey car park.
“Solar car parks are the ideal place to use
bifacial panels as there is plenty of ref lected
sunlight reaching the rear side of the array,
which substantially boosts efficiency,” said
Autonomous Energy head of projects
Soleman Massoud.
LG Electronics claims in-field testing of the
NeON2 technology demonstrates bifacial
modules can boost efficiency by up to 30%
compared with regular solar panels, depending
on the installation.

Selectronic adds
3.5kW model to
SP PRO 2i range

S

PHOTO: SUPPLIED.

electronic has introduced a 3.5kW model to
its SP PRO inverter range. The SPMC480
model caters for a growing demand for
smaller scale battery storage systems, with a
continuous output of 3.5kW to outperform all
competing brand equivalents on the market.
The unit can deliver 5.25kW for 30 minutes,
6kW for 1 minute and a peak output of 8.4kW for
30seconds. This new model is also capable of
charging batteries from an AC Source at up to 73A
DC or 3.5kW. Up to 7kW of managed AC Coupled
PV can be connected, or an unlimited amount of
DC Coupled PV.
The SPMC480 offers all the features of the SP
PRO Series 2i range up to 20kW, including
Selectronic’s new AC Coupling Recovery mode,
which allows a black start with AC Coupled PV.

www.ecogeneration.com.au

One Stop
Warehouse
is bringing
exclusive
solar
technologies
to Australia

S

olar distributor One Stop
Warehouse has signed
exclusive agreements with
ALEO Solar and Risen Energy
– and introduced Tongwei Solar
to Australia for the first time.
Tongwei Solar is the first PV
brand to deliver a 350W shingle
module to the Australian
market, said TW Solar overseas
sales director Joe Chen. “We are
very happy to partner with OSW
on this venture,” Chen said. “It’s
very exciting.”
TW Solar is the The
combination of OSW’s large
customer database, sales skills
and knowledge in the Australian
market, with execution through
the TW Solar advanced module,
will deliver the best execution to
our mutual customers.”
One Stop Warehouse cofounder and CEO Anson Zhang
said the agreements with the
three suppliers will keep prices
competitive to ensure solar is
affordable for all Australian
households. “OSW has a long and
trusted relationship with all our
key partners, and we are very
proud to have these amazing new
brands and modules in our
range,” he said.
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Setting the standard for
the storage industry
The new battery standard drew a bit of flak during its conception but the CEC’s James Patterson
explains why it’s actually a pretty good outcome, all things considered.
the good of the Australian public and rise
above the interests of individual
organisations, but committee members also
come to the negotiating table with the
perspectives of the groups they represent.
All up, 38 stakeholder organisations get to
vote on the solar standards.

Stack ’em up: Safety
matters a lot in the
battery rollout.

O

ur solar and battery standards
change so often it can feel like a fulltime job just keeping up to date. For
electricians working in solar, it pays to be
aware of the process of how standards are
written to help you identify a scare
campaign versus knowing the best time to
stand up and make your opinion count.
I was crawling around on roofs when the
EL-042 committee wrote the rule that
makes Australia the only place in the world
that mandates rooftop isolators back in
2012. I was accustomed to installing solar

James
Patterson is the
technical
support leader
at the Clean
Energy Council.
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systems without them and remember being
disappointed with the new rule because I
thought it went against common sense.
Every time I mounted one I would ask
myself, ‘Why add another point of failure to
an unprotected circuit?’
Back then I thought I knew everything
about solar. But after working at the Clean
Energy Council and being part of the
EL-042 Standards Committee, I realised
there is more to these issues. For starters,
I didn’t appreciate consumer advocates,
product testers, unions, building codes
representatives, engineers associations,
networks, regulators, emergency services
workers and many more are all part of our
industry. They all have different but
important perspectives on a vast range of
issues confronting the industry. Although
sometimes I wish I had a magic wand to
make everyone agree with me.
Standards Committee members are
volunteers, which means no-one gets paid to
participate. We are supposed to operate for

To get a standard passed, 80% of the
committee members need to agree with the
document. And once a standard is passed
and agreed, you share responsibility for it. If
you have been sitting on the committee for
years and have waived through a given
clause half a dozen times, it’s not exactly
responsible to go out in the media objecting
to the fact it’s in there. Why didn’t you say
something during the multiple stages of the
development of that standard that are
specifically designed to draw out issues?
When it comes to the more recent battery
standards, a consensus was achieved across
the Australian representatives. That does
not mean that every organisation that voted
for the standard agreed with every part of it.
There are parts we like and parts we don’t,
but getting a standard in place is important
to have a nationally-agreed set of safety
rules for installing home batteries across the
whole industry.
Getting strong support on this standard
after five years of negotiating and
re-writing is significant, despite the
apparent disagreements about the rule that
requires the installation of a fire proof
material (like a cement sheet) in specific
circumstances to provide an additional
level of fire protection. This put the CEC in
a hard position, but on balance getting an
agreed standard on battery installation is a
big positive and will help to clear up
confusion across the industry.
Having a standard sitting in limbo would
have created an uneven playing field
between electricians trying to do the right
thing and those who cut corners. It would
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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A DELICATE BALANCE
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also mean a DIY lithium battery made by a
tinkerer could be installed in the same way
as a quality off-the-shelf product that has
passed best practice manufacturing
processes. Nobody thinks that would’ve
been a fair outcome.
Importantly, we also would have missed
the chance to have AS 5139 added into the
next amendment to AS/NZS 3000, which
had a very tight timeline. This means that
most of the state safety regulators would
have found it difficult to mandate the new
battery standards for years after its release.
A significant battery incident that
resulted in loss of life would be bad for our
industry at any time. However, if it
happened without current battery standards
in place it could put the brakes on
government support schemes and possibly
the entire industry at an important time in
its development. There are incentive
schemes that will see nearly half a million
batteries installed in the next decade – this
won’t happen if safety and quality standards
aren’t in place.

CONSULTATION IS KEY
There are six main stages in the
development of standards. The public
comment stage gives you an opportunity to
review and comment on a standard prior to
its completion. The EL-042 committee

cannot introduce a contentious rule like the
“cement sheet rule” without following
Standards Australia’s process.
This means that the “cement sheet rule”
was discussed and explored at length by
the members of the committee during 2017,
2018 and the beginning of 2019 before the
committee agreed to publish the draft to
find out what the public thought. It can’t
get to the public comment stage without
the committee agreeing the draft is ready
to be seen.
During the public comment period, some
committee members sat back while the CEC
worked to consult with installers. Generally
when we need to make a hard call on behalf
of installers, we consult with our Installer
Reference Group (IRG). The IRG is an
industry-based advisory committee made
up of 24 accredited designers and installers
that meets monthly to provide a direct voice
from industry into CEC to help inform us on
important decisions.
When it came to the “cement sheet rule”
however, we took a deeper approach. We
wanted to get a broader view than just the
IRG because we anticipated a lot of
electricians would want to have their say.
So, months before the committee
members cast the final vote in the ballot in
July, we asked electricians about Dr 5139. In
February 2019, when the rule became

The six main stages in the development of an Australian Standard
Project
proposal

Project
kick-off
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Drafting

Public
comment

Ballot

Publication

public, the CEC hosted two webinars that
gave more than 600 accredited installers a
crash course in the draft battery standard.
We spoke specifically about the “cement
sheet rule” for roughly 15 minutes in the
first webinar.
In these webinars, we asked installers to
submit their comments on the battery
standard draft to the CEC. That way, we
could see what you were thinking.

CEMENT SHEET STICKING POINT
The “cement sheet rule” wasn’t raised
by installers as an issue, and this was
taken into consideration in formulating
our decision.
I understand it is hard for a lot of
installers to take the focus off the day to
day and read a draft standard. I would
struggle to keep my eyes open when sitting
down to read a draft standard after a day
crawling around on roofs. However, if you
are someone that cares about the outcomes,
that was absolutely the time and place to
make your opinion known so it could
influence the outcome.
There will undoubtedly be other parts of
the storage installation standard that are
problematic, which we will discover as we
start to roll it out. Of the 38 organisations
that debated the various issues in it for five
years, the ones who are happy with the
outcome have their names printed on the
inside cover. It’s not perfect, but we share
the responsibility as members of the
committee that writes the standards. When
there are elements that need changing – and
there will be – we discuss, debate and
amend them. Together.
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Sizing PV and storage in
stand-alone power systems
A report from GSES shows the significant relationship between PV arrays and battery
days of autonomy in stand-alone power systems.

B

attery energy storage is essential to
stand-alone PV power systems that
rely on intermittent renewable energy
as the primary generation source, and the
sizing of this battery storage has long been a
critical and sometimes contentious issue.
Due to the nature of stand-alone power
systems, it is always necessary to size the
battery according to site-specific loads,
customer requirements and customer
expectations.
The industry has adopted the term “days
of autonomy” as one way of specifying the
size of battery storage with reference to
the site’s needs; this is defined in AS/NZS
4509.2:2010 as “the number of days of
operation of the power system without
energy input from generators before
exceeding the design maximum depth of
discharge of the battery”. The recommended
minimum days of autonomy is generally
between two and five days, depending on a
number of variables.
However, the price of PV solar modules
has dropped greatly in recent years and it is
now far more economical to purchase
additional PV generation capacity than
battery storage capacity. Even on cloudy
days, some solar irradiation is still available.
A PV array that has a rated capacity
significantly larger than that required by
the site loads may be able to generate
enough energy even on overcast days to
support the battery. In this scenario, fewer
days of autonomy should theoretically be
required. Is it reasonable, then, to install an
oversized solar PV array and reduce the
battery bank’s days of autonomy, while
maintaining quality outcomes for a standalone power system?

After the launch of the solar accreditation
program in 1993 by Solar Energy Industry
Association of Australia, a design guideline
was developed and included in SEIAA
training courses. It recommended five days
of autonomy with a maximum depth of
discharge of 70%.
Five days was a typical figure used at the
time, generally because it allowed for a
number of cloudy days before the system
owner might need to start a generator and it
provided a daily depth of discharge of less
than 20%. The larger storage capacity also
catered for the fact that system designs were
often based on the average daily solar
irradiation for the worst month of the year.
Therefore, on the days when the available
irradiation was less than average, the
battery would provide the deficit energy to
the loads. On sunnier days, excess solar
would recharge the battery.
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The average monthly irradiation figures for
five sites were determined and the worst
month was selected; the size of the PV array
(in kW) was then calculated based on the
design principles of AS/NZS 4509.2:2010
using typical assumptions for equipment
efficiencies.
The days of autonomy was based on the
usable energy of the battery in meeting the
load. For lead acid batteries the usable
energy is reflected by the maximum allowed
depth of discharge of the battery (typically
50-80%). Lithium-ion battery
manufacturers typically describe the usable
energy of their product as between 80% and
100% of the product’s rated energy.
A program was developed that used the
historical daily irradiation over 28 years to
determine whether the available usable load
energy in the battery (from the preceding

3 days of Autonomy

Location
Alice Springs

Bairnsdale

Cairns

Darwin

Possibility
of blackout

Average
yearly number
of blackouts

78.6%

7.38

71.4%

96.4%

89.3%

4.31

16.72

9.28

BALANCE OF POWER
In the early 1990s the industry was having
issues with vendors selling under-sized
systems and customers not being happy
with their stand-alone PV power systems.

DATA IN THE DESIGN

Parkes

67.9%

5.24

2 days of autonomy

Oversize

Possibility
of blackout

Average
yearly number
of blackouts

10%

82.1%

5.30

20%

71.4%

3.45

30%

57.1%

2.48

10%

67.9%

2.34

20%

57.1%

1.24

30%

42.9%

0.66

10%

96.4%

11.83

20%

85.7%

7.14

30%

82.1%

4.66

10%

96.4%

7.66

20%

85.7%

5.34

30%

78.6%

4.07

10%

75.0%

3.28

20%

50.0%

1.76

30%

42.9%

0.97

Table one: Three days autonomy (no oversizing) versus two days autonomy with oversize.
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When reducing the designed
days of autonomy from three
days to two, the array needs to
be oversized by 10%-20%.
5 days of Autonomy

Location
Alice
Springs
Bairnsdale

Possibility
of blackout

Average
yearly number
of blackouts

42.9%

2.66

17.9%

1.14

Cairns

75%

8.76

Darwin

53.6%

4.55

Parkes

21.4%

1.76

2 days of autonomy

Oversize

Possibility
of blackout

Average
yearly number
of blackouts

50%

53.6%

1.59

60%

39.3%

1.24

50%

17.9%

0.21

60%

10.7%

0.14

40%

78.6%

3.41

50%

71.4%

2.38

50%

57.1%

2.17

60%

50%

1.66

60%

25.0%

0.31

70%

17.9.%

0.24
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Table two: Five days of autonomy (no oversizing) versus two days autonomy with oversize.

day) plus the available energy from the solar
array was sufficient to provide the required
daily energy. If not, it was deemed a
“blackout” for that day. In doing these
calculations the formulae as provided in
AS/NZS 4509.2 were applied. Hence, when
it came to battery efficiency, it was the
average battery efficiency being applied and
no allowance was provided for the fact that
an oversize is required (if there is no
generator available) for lead acid batteries as
defined in AS/NZS 4509.2 to ensure
equalisation of the battery is achieved.
For no PV array oversizing and various
percentages of oversizing, the tables in the
original showed: average number of
blackouts each month and each year; number
of years, out of 28, the system would have had
blackouts, and; the highest and lowest
www.ecogeneration.com.au

number of blackouts determined in a year.
Looking at table one, on the opposite
page, we can see that based on decreasing
the possibility of a blackout in a year to be
less than that for three days of autonomy
with no oversizing of the array, Alice
Springs would need to be oversized by 20%,
Bairnsdale by 10%, Cairns by 10%, Darwin
by 20% and Parkes by 20%.
Considering the cost of the solar modules
and the ageing factor it would be advisable
to oversize by more than that. However, at
this stage three days autonomy is what is
recommended in AS/NZS 4509 and the user
should be advised about the likelihood that
they will need to operate a fuel generator or
experience a blackout.
Table two, above, provides a summary for
all five locations for comparing five days

autonomy with no oversizing to two days
autonomy with oversizing.
Based on decreasing the possibility of a
blackout in a year to be less than that for five
days of autonomy with no oversizing of the
array then, Alice Springs would need to be
oversized by 60%, Bairnsdale by 60%, Cairns
by 50%, Darwin by 60% and Parkes by 70%.

PLAN FOR SUCCESS
The study shows that when reducing the
designed days of autonomy from three days to
two, the PV array needs to be oversized by
10%-20% to maintain outcomes for the system
equivalent to, or better than, three days of
autonomy. The PV array needs to be oversized
by between 50% and 70% to maintain system
outcomes equivalent to or better than five days
of autonomy. The greater the difference
between worst month and other months, the
lower the number of blackouts as the array is
already oversized for those months.
It is important to consider other design
constraints. While lithium-ion batteries are
unlikely to experience issues accepting
additional charge from an oversized PV
array, the maximum charging current of a
lead acid battery is limited and directly
proportional to its capacity. Depending on
manufacturer specifications, increasing the
size of the PV array while also decreasing
the capacity of the battery bank may not be
feasible for lead acid technologies.
To ensure customer satisfaction, the
customer must be clearly informed of the
designed system’s capabilities and
constraints, regardless of the days of
autonomy designed into a system.
ecogeneration October 2019
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Solar and storage, already
wired into the next generation
of Australian housing
In a sign of what’s to come, solar and battery energy options are being offered
in new properties to solve old dilemmas.

R

esidential installers around Australia
have been madly busy over the past
nine years fitting solar PV systems to
more than 2 million houses. Between 2010
and last year about 8.1GW of capacity was
secured to household rooftops, and over that
time the average system has more than
tripled in size – from 1.97kW to 7.13kW.
Solar is popular, but it isn’t always easy to
sell. Not every customer across the country
has had a positive experience with solar, and
many of them are disengaged. The steady
rise in residential capacity is credit to the
logic of converting to cheap, clean energy
but also to the tenacity of installers.
Such is the struggle of fitting a new form
of generation to houses that started life most
likely wired up to coal-fired plant. But the
built environment is always changing and
solar PV systems, sometimes with storage,
are slowly being included in new properties.

HELP WHERE NEEDED
Where solar saves money, it makes sense to
include it in housing for occupants on
slender budgets. In South Australia, the
department of Families and Social Services

is working with installer Natural Solar to
incorporate solar-and-battery systems into
speciality disability accommodation
designed for participants of the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
The program will start in a property
development in Salisbury, South Australia,
and – if all goes well – be rolled out to
developments across the country.
In the initial development, each twobedroom single-storey accessible home
will be fitted with a 5.2kW solar system
with Q-Cell panels a 10kWh Sonnen
Battery Eco unit.
“The way these batteries will improve the
quality of life for eligible participants of the
NDIS is truly impressive,” says Natural
Solar CEO and founder Chris Williams.
“[The benefit] is twofold, for both the
environment and the community.”
Each home will be eligible for sonnenFlat,
a subscription-style service where
consumers pay a flat fee for power and
battery-maker Sonnen has liberty to on-sell
excess energy from that customer’s solarand-storage system. Under the plan
residents will pay a monthly fee of $40,

saving each household up to $1,520 a year
(using the national annual average cost of
power of $2,000 as a benchmark).
The sonnenFlat scheme is available to
homes with Sonnen storage technology
installed that are connected to eligible
networks. It applies an annual kWh usage
limit, beyond which subscribers pay an
excess usage rate. In return, Sonnen buys
excess electricity at an agreed feed-in tariff.
“Each household must produce the
minimum annual generation quantity of
energy over a 12-month period,” a
sonnenFlat pricing guide says on the
company’s website. “Where the annual
energy production falls below the minimum
annual generation, the annual usage
allowance will be reduced proportionally…”
For the NDIS sites Natural Solar has
developed a custom functionality where
each battery retains a minimum of 20%
charge at all times. In the event of a
blackout or power outage, backup power
will be activated, whereby the resident
can prioritise household appliances to
avoid disruption.
This is assisted housing developer
inhousing’s first go at utilising renewable
energy technology on its developments.
“Solar and batteries open up huge potential
for SDA tenants under the NDIS, and we
can see the opportunity ahead,” says COO
Geoff Barber.

Student power: Monash University’s Gillies Hall includes 65kW of rooftop solar and an all-electric design.
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At the other end of the country, LG Chem is
working with property developer Tangara
Constructions and installer Solar Hybrids
on solar-and-storage packages to buyers of
new houses in Queensland, the state with by
far the most residential capacity installed.
Buyers who take the clean energy option
will move into a house with 6.5kW of LG
panels and a 9.8kWh RESU10H battery
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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WATTS IN THE BOX

CLEAN
ENERGY
FORUM
2 1 NOV 2 0 1 9
PERTH
Australia’s only conference
focusing on clean energy in WA
The WA Clean Energy Forum is a brand new
conference focusing on renewable energy in
Western Australia. Join us to hear expert speakers
discuss the current state of renewable energy
in Western Australia, network with your fellow
clean energy professionals and discuss the
opportunities and challenges facing the industry
in Australia’s largest state.

Book now at
cleanenergycouncil.org.au/waforum
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connected to a SolarEdge hybrid inverter
with backup functionality.
“It’s our most popular system,” says LG
Chem general manager Jamie Allen of a
set-up the company estimates can make
9.4MWh of electricity a year.
Depending on who you speak to, batteries
are a tough sell or a booming business. State
governments around the country are doing
what they can to encourage Australians to
invest in technology that allows them to
store surplus solar energy, and Allen says
LG Chem has “by far the largest market
share” in the programs on offer.
“In Queensland we’re seeing a bigger
uptake of smaller batteries whereas in South
Australia people are trying to get the full
subsidy, so they are aiming more for their
10-13kWh-sized batteries,” he says.

GNINIART RALOS
SUBSIDISED NATION
Allen provides a rundown: South Australia
is offering up to $6,000 in subsidies for
batteries for a total 40,000 systems;
Queensland is offering $3,000 for 3,650
systems; the ACT government will pay a
variable amount per kWh up to 36MW;
Victoria is helping 10,000 homeowners with
up to $4,838 on solar and storage retrofits;
retailers AGL and Simply Energy are
subsidising 1,000 systems for virtual power
plant projects in South Australia, and Origin
Energy is doing the same for 500 systems as
part of a VPP trial in Victoria.
NSW is also working on distributed
energy resources grants for a VPP scheme
rollout, with up to $1,000 per system.
LG Chem is a dominant player in a
growing market, but it can’t be complacent.
Allen says education of consumers and
installers is very important and the brand
runs sales training sessions so prospective
customers are pitched a “clear and honest
expectation” of what a system can provide.
“If that doesn’t happen, there is quite a bit
of confusion out in the market,” he says.

There when you need it: For the National Disability Insurance Scheme sites (top photo), each battery retains
a minimum 20% charge at all times. In Queensland (above), LG Chem storage comes with the finished house.

It’s too early to really see evidence of
storage’s full potential being exhibited, he
says, at least until virtual power plant
projects are finalised and set in motion.
Until then feedback from customers is
positive but he can’t provide aggregate data
on how the installed fleet of LG Chem
residential batteries performs. “In general
the systems are using normal selfconsumption; charged during the day and
used during the evening and night.”
There are many battery brands and the
technology is varying. Owners of some
brands, he says, may not be able to charge
their battery to full during daylight hours if
it doesn’t have a high power charge rate, and
likewise a discharge rate at night time.

predictive skills about how home storage
systems will be incorporated into
Australians’ energy regime once electric
37613 OTR
vehicles are part of our lives, but Allen
suspects EVs may become useful assets for
powering houses at night.
“A lot of this has got to do with the
framework from the networks and
retailers, who will have to get involved
with different mechanisms of charging
during off-peak periods, potentially from
the battery or from generators.”

STUDENT DIGS
Meanwhile, in Melbourne property
developer Multiplex has delivered Gillies
Hall, a student accommodation block 100%
powered by renewable energy in line with
owner Monash University’s net zero carbon
emissions strategy.
The clean energy commitment was
enabled with a combination of 65kW rooftop
solar, an all-electric design and Monash’s
power purchase agreement with Murra
Warra Wind Farm.
As Australia’s property portfolio is
renewed and replaced, expect to see solar
and storage as mandatory requirements for
a renewable energy future.
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SOLARSOLAR
TRAINING
TRAINING
RTO 31673

Offering courses recognised by the Clean
Energy Council for accreditation in Solar
Grid-connect Installation and Design and
Solar Grid-connect with Battery storage in
Cairns, Townsville and Brisbane.

Our courses are delivered by an
Electrical Contractor and designed
for Electricians. The Trainer focuses on
current and emerging technologies and
how to do the job right.

Call Jeff today on 0417 077 276 or visit our website for course dates,
information and client testimonials www.electrotraining.com.au

SOLAR TRAINING
RTO 31673

Offering nationally accredited courses recognised by
the Clean Energy Council for PV Solar Grid-connect
Installation and Design accreditation and Battery
Storage endorsement.

As a Construction Skills Queensland
(CSQ) registered training supplier, we
provide training that is supported by
CSQ funding.

Our courses are delivered and assessed by an
Electrical Contractor with CEC accreditation and
designed for Electricians. We are a Queensland
Offering
courses recognised by the Clean
Our courses are delivered by an
based business that has been delivering training
Energy
CouncilElectricians
for accreditation
Electrical Contractor and designed
to Queensland
for overin11Solar
years.

Grid-connect Installation and Design and
for Electricians. The Trainer focuses on
The Trainer focuses on current and emerging
Solar
Grid-connect
Battery
storage in and current and emerging technologies and
technologies
and howwith
to apply
the knowledge
Cairns,
Townsville
and Brisbane.
skills learnt
in the classroom
to their own solar jobs. how to do the job right.

Call Jeff today on 0417 077 276 or visit our website for course dates,
information and client testimonials www.electrotraining.com.au
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Quality on top: Customers
who avoid poor panels will
buy a system that lasts.

Lifting PV module quality
to a ‘higher standard’
The CEC list of approved PV
modules now highlights panels
that meet a range of higher
standards, writes the CEC’s
Sandy Pulsford, so buyers
have the upper hand.

Sandy Pulsford
is a product
testing and
compliance
specialist with
the Clean
Energy Council.
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T

he Australian solar industry has been
built around the expectation that PV
modules will last for 25 years or more.
This is backed by long product warranties
and 25-year performance guarantees. We
look back at installations over the last few
decades and see lifetimes consistent with
this, and we therefore expect the panels
installed now to be highly reliable.
The solar industry has driven down costs
remarkably over the past decade, and along
with efficiencies of scale there has been an
enormous amount of product innovation,
particularly in cell technology, module
production and new materials.
For 10 years the Australian solar
industry has relied upon PV modules being
certified to IEC 61215 and IEC 61730 as a
benchmark entry level.
In that time, there have been updates
for fire testing, a number of amendments
and a revision to the standards. Despite
this, there is a range of defects seen in the
field for which these standards are not
currently testing.

WIDE RANGE IN QUALITY
There is an expectation that if a panel meets
the IEC standards, it will perform reliably
for 25 years. However, the standards were
never written for long-term reliability. They
are written to address known problems
identified in the field.
The problem is that standards
development is a very slow process, and a
typical timeline from identification of a new
mode of failure to a change in standards is
likely to be a minimum of five years and is
generally more.
In the fast-growing field of solar power,
where 75% of installed PV capacity has
operated for less than five years, relying on
the current base standards is not sufficient.
The solar industry is well aware that there
is a wide range of quality in the solar panels
on the market and primarily relies on brand
reputation and the manufacturer datasheets
as key indicators of quality.
The good reputation and local support
history of many manufacturers gives some
guide, but it is important to realise that most
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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have a large choice of components of
varying quality which still meet the current
standards. Some of these will last the
distance, and some may not.
A key factor in the quality of components
used in a production run is whether the
customer placing the order with the
manufacturer specifies a quality product or
simply requests the lowest price.
The Australian industry has a reputation
for the latter, creating an expectation among
some manufacturers that selection of
quality components is not considered
important. Often the difference in cost is
minimal, but if squeezed under extreme
price pressure from the customer, they will
use the cheapest. Until customers demand
higher quality, and verify that they are
getting it, we are at risk of future failures
with solar installations.

process and verify the resulting product.
For that reason, the CEC list of approved PV
modules now highlights modules that meet a
range of higher standards. This Enhanced
Listing gives purchasers guidance in choosing
the most appropriate panels for their market
segment or project. Manufacturers must
provide a certificate to this standard and a
company declaration that the modules
supplied to the Australian market will be
made exclusively with components which
meet both the IEC 61215/61730 certification
and the enhanced standard(s).
A series of new Enhanced Listings are
now available, including JCU Cyclone
Testing and MAST Backsheet Durability.
Further details on all the Enhanced Listings
can be found on the CEC’s website.
Datasheets often make claims of
additional certifications, and the CEC does

check these, or request removal of these
claims at the time of product listing.
The datasheet verified by the CEC is
required to be used on the manufacturer
and importer’s websites. However, in some
cases this is subsequently changed or a
different version is uploaded on a
distributor’s or retailer’s website.
If a claim is made on a datasheet and
there is no corresponding Enhanced Listing,
it should be treated with caution and a
written confirmation provided by the
manufacturer before relying on this for any
particular order. In some cases, the claim
may be marked “optional” or “on request” at
the request of the CEC.
Quality is everyone’s responsibility,
and the reputation of the industry is
dependent on achieving the lifetimes that
have been promised.
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THE A LIST
A much greater awareness is required
among developers, importers, distributors
and retailers that they are the gatekeepers
of solar module quality in Australia. This
requires a deeper knowledge of what goes
into their panels and which of the many
variants of any one model number may have
been tested to a higher standard.
The Clean Energy Council is well aware
of the difficulties faced by purchasers in
understanding what makes for a quality
product. However, this information can be
very hard to come by. Generally, only very
large projects can afford to conduct a
rigorous due diligence process. This
involves engaging an external company to
advise them, supervise the production

Step up: Modules that
meet higher standards
will lower project risk.

1300 273 111

Tile Roof Entry Gland

Cobalt Solar

Cobalt Solar

www.cobaltsolar.com.au
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Solar-and-storage classroom
scores ‘A’ for efficiency
Solar power is helping students get comfortable with learning, thanks to a local company
that makes energy-efficient classrooms.

K

ids’ brains are fantastic little things,
able to gobble up nourishing
information as quickly as their
owners’ stomachs will process pies and icecream. Lucky they can take in so much,
because when they hit school children’s
noggins are pitted against an onslaught of
learning. Under the right conditions most of
them take it in their stride and graduate to
the next level in life: work.
Under the wrong conditions, however,
learning is a far harder task. Any teacher
will tell you it’s pretty much impossible to
get the message across about algebra in an
airless classroom heated to boiling point by
the afternoon sun.
“The environment you learn in is
absolutely critical in determining how well
you will learn,” says David Wrench,
executive director of Hivve, a Sydney-based
company that creates sustainable
classrooms and energy solutions for schools.
“Classrooms that have no airconditioning or any type of ventilation
systems can be pretty awful.”
Schools are using more energy, Wrench
says, as student numbers rise and ever more
equipment is installed. Meanwhile, the
education system’s built environment is
ageing and may be woefully inefficient. It’s
getting to the point where older schools are
running into grid energy constraints,

Wrench says, forcing them into a corner
where they have to invest just to carry on.
“To upgrade power supply is a very
significant capital cost.”
Hivve’s solution is to introduce selfgenerated power is an alternative energy
source, so a school can operate within its grid
connection constraints and slowly minimise
the energy needed from the grid. “It gives
schools the ability to manage their energy
infrastructure without slavishly going to their
networks and saying, I want an upgrade.”
The answer, of course, includes solar PV,
and Hivve recently completed a pilot trial of
three of its demountable classrooms at St
Christopher’s Catholic Primary School in
Holsworthy in Sydney and at Dapto High
School in Dapto, NSW, to measure the
energy balance and how the indoor
environment could be maintained at high
quality levels for teaching and learning
while using minimal energy.

LOAD REVERSAL
A regular classroom can consume about
3,800KWh a year, but a HIVVE classroom
with solar PV, battery storage and the
company’s proprietary energy management
system generates about 7,600KWh a year.
That result, where one classroom can
power itself and two others, is conservative,
Wrench says. Network-connected

Primary concern: Today’s lesson is to focus on renewable generation and link that to energy demand control.
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classrooms pretty consistently generate
“five or six times” what they use.
“Most of the time it’s powering itself and
exporting energy and offsetting other
energy demand in the school network,” he
says. “We’ve demonstrated the concept
works very well and are now able to show it
works equally well in existing older
classrooms. We’ve moved on to delivering
power control systems to help schools in
total move towards energy self-sufficiency.”
One of the biggest drains on energy in
schools is air-conditioning. “The way you
manage air-conditioning and temperature
and ventilation control is absolutely critical
to energy demand,” he says. “If you do it
well it can be incredibly efficient but most
schools don’t have the ability to manage and
control their air-conditioning well and there
is a massive amount of energy that is being
wasted.” Haphazard installation of
incremental new air-con units may only
compound the problem.
To make an impact in schools you must do
two things: focus on renewable generation
and link that to energy demand control.
“You need to do both, because that’s really
the way you improve a school’s energy
efficiency and energy self-sufficiency,”
Wrench says. “You also create a stable,
comfortable, good-quality environment for
the students and teachers to operate in.”
The Hivve classrooms are built for
thermal efficiency, balanced against a
requirement for plenty of natural light – a
positive from a learning perspective but a
little bit of a negative from a thermal
efficiency perspective.
Natural timber lining allows for a more
welcoming, warmer feel than a typical sterile
environment. The combination of design and
materials has resulted in what Wrench
describes as an “acoustically pleasant space”.
The teacher knows best, of course, which
is why the adult in the room is allowed to
fiddle with the controls after checking a
dashboard which shows temperature, air
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Best in class: The energy systems in the classrooms perform best of all in summer, when solar energy is at its strongest. Storage is most relied on during
winter mornings, when there is a heat load on the building and the solar generation window is slower to open.

quality, external temperature, energy
generated and energy use. “That
information enables the teacher and the
students to really understand how they need
to respond to changing external
environments, changing energy demand and
managing that,” Wrench says. “The control
is in the hands of the users of the room.”
A couple of classrooms are also operating
off the grid, where air-con is controlled
automatically to avoid human
overindulgence or error. “In those
classrooms the teacher does nothing. That’s
been very successful,” he says. “Not having
to worry about mucking around with the
environment is a great thing for teachers. It
takes up an inordinate amount of time in
classrooms getting things right. Then you
can just get on with teaching.”
Off-grid classrooms featuring solar and
storage in Brackenridge, Queensland, and in
Dapto haven’t missed a beat, he says.
“They’ve been fabulous.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au

THE DAY AFTER TOMORROW
With the pilot program ticked off, thanks in
part to $368,000 in funding from ARENA,
Hivve is moving into commercialisation
phase, building classrooms in South
Australia and NSW and retrofitting existing
classrooms with the Hivve technology.
The next phase is an integrated power
supply system, where Hivve is working on
supplying power to an entire secondary
campus in a primary school, using solar
with battery storage and a Hivve control
system that will power the entire new
section of the school.
The only time the battery is needed
materially is winter mornings, he says,
before the solar kicks in. “We’ve never really
seen battery storage levels get much below
60%, even with fairly extended periods of
overcast conditions.”
The buildings perform best of all in
summer, when solar energy is at its strongest;
the battery is most relied on during winter

mornings, when there is a heat load on the
building and the solar generation window is
slow to open. On holidays and weekends if
the battery is charged and there is no load,
the solar is disabled.
The shift into offering energy solutions is
part of a long-term strategy. “[It’s about an]
intelligently designed system that is
delivering an environment [to learn in],” he
says. “Your performance criterion is the
environment you end up with … and what is
the most cost-effective energy-efficient way
to achieve that, and trying to achieve that
supply using renewable energy to the
greatest extent possible.”
That wasn’t the objective when the
company started out 40 years ago. “It’s been
quite an exciting progression.”
And in case you were wondering, it’s
Hivve as in beehive. “Beehives are
phenomenally well climate-controlled,”
Wrench says. “The thermal control the bees
have is incredible.”
ecogeneration October 2019
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Clean energy market wrap
LARGE-SCALE GENERATION
CERTIFICATE (LGC) MARKET
The positivity in the front end of the LGC
curve continued in the new financial year
with the Cal 19 and Cal 20 forward contracts
leading the market, particularly across
August. The movement in price appears to
have coincided with reduced expectations of
the size of the surplus of LGCs that will be left
over after 2019 compliance. Delays to many
projects are the source of the concerns, with
many projects seeing their commissioning
dates pushed from the second half of 2019 into
2020 for a variety of reasons
Interestingly, during this time the spot
market has been less liquid and often hasn’t
traded as progressively as the Cal 19 and 20
contracts. At the time of writing, August 22,
the last reported spot trade remained
$45.35, though the level implied by the
Cal 19 contract was more likely something
north of $46.00. The Cal 19s rallied from the
mid-$43s in July to peak at $48.25, before
softening back to $47 at the time of writing.
The Cal 20s rallied across the same period
from the mid-$23s to a high of $26.50,
before easing back to $26.00.

SMALL-SCALE TECHNOLOGY
CERTIFICATE (STC) MARKET
The STC market has remained more stable
across the middle of this year than in recent

years. This appears to be the result of the
decision of the Victorian Government to
first freeze its $2,225 residential solar rebate
to new applicants in April, thus bringing
what had become the nation’s most prolific
state market to a standstill.
The decision to then cap the number of
applications per month to 3,333 has turned
the rebate into a cap, with consumers
unwilling to commit to purchase systems
without receiving the rebate and most
customers unable to apply because of the
monthly limit.
A mounting campaign by solar industry
groups may yet see a change in the coming
weeks from a government that has been
reluctant to break an election promise, even
though it appears in the best of interest of

everyone involved. STC submissions which
had been sitting regularly above 700,000
per week until late April have spent most
of the subsequent months in the mid600,000 region, though there are some
signs that may be about to change.
Having spent most of July in the high$36s and low-$37s, the passage of second
quarter compliance (on July 28) saw the
spot drop briefly into the low $36s before
rebounding to $37.20 at the time of writing.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKETS
(VEECS AND ESCS)
Recent months have been a particularly
stable period in the spot VEEC market
having sat in the $22s across that period.
VEEC submissions have remained

DOMESTIC

CREATION

SPOT PRICE ($AU)

LGC - Large-scale Generation Certificates

237,796,639

46.40

STC - Small-scale Technology Certificates

233,228,764

37.20

VEEC - Victorian Energy Efficient Certificates

54,680,309

22.05

30,144,255

21.00

ESC - NSW Energy Saving Certificates
INTERNATIONAL

DEC ’19 PRICE (€)

DEC ’19 PRICE ($AU)

25.91

42.50

EUA - European Emission Allowances

DAILY CLOSING SPOT STC PRICE Vs SUBMISSIONS
STC SUBMISSIONS
STC SPOT PRICE

WEEKLY SUBMISSIONS REQUIRED (2019 TARGET)
WEEKLY SUBMISSIONS REQUIRED (2018 TARGET)
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Marco Stella is senior broker,
environmental markets at TFS Green
Australia. The TFS Green Australia
team provides project and transactional
environmental market brokerage and
data services across all domestic and
international renewable energy, energy
efficiency and carbon markets.
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The above information has been provided by
TFS Green and relates, unless otherwise
indicated, to the spot prices in Australian
dollars as of August 22, 2019.

$/MWh

consistent in the 120,000 per week region,
which is roughly the amount required by
the target if one excludes the oversupply.
The market had been hoping the
government would commence the
consultation process for the setting
of next phase of the scheme’s target
(2021-25) in July or August, but that has
not eventuated.
The stability also extended to the ESC
market, with the spot price remaining in
the $20-21 range throughout July and
August despite larger than expected
creation volumes in the run up to the 2018
vintage creation deadline (June 30), in
which more than 1.1 million ESCs were
approved for the month.

Calendar of events 2019
Event

Date and venue

Website

2nd Lithium Batteries Conference

24-25 September 2019
Novotel Sydney, Darling Square, Sydney

events.idc-online.com/upcoming-conferences/
lithium-batteries-conference-sydney-australia

AFR National Energy Summit 2019

9-10 October 2019
Sofitel Sydney Wentworth

nationalpolicyseries.com.au/
afr-national-energy-summit

Australia New Zealand Biochar
Conference & Study Tour

October 2019
Green Triangle Region and Melbourne

anzbc.org.au

Australian Power Purchase Agreements Conference

21-22 October 2019
Radisson Blu Plaza Sydney

informa.com.au/event/conference/
australian-power-purchase-agreementsconference/

All-Energy 2019

23-24 Oct 2019
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre

all-energy.com.au

Energy Efficiency Expo Australia

23-24 Oct 2019
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre

energyefficiencyexpo.com.au

Snowy Region Construction & Development
Conference

18-19 Nov 2019
Cooma, NSW

informa.com.au/event/conference/
snowy-region-construction-developmentconference/

Australia Solar + Energy Storage 2019

28-29 November 2019
Hotel Grand Chancellor, Adelaide

leader-associates.com/auses

Maintaining Grid Stability Forum

2-3 December 2019
Citadines on Bourke, Melbourne

informa.com.au/event/conference/
maintaining-grid-stability-forum/

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Plenty of opportunity: Brendan Waldron, right, started in residential but moved on to the larger stuff.

Ten years in the sun
Brendan Waldron, senior project manager at Melbourne-based Next Generation Electrical,
talks about how very, very far the industry has come in only 10 years.

What have you seen change over the
past 10 years?
The major thing has been the quality. The
standard has definitely lifted now and
they’ve weeded out a lot of the cowboys.
And the products out there now are a great
improvement. It’s really evolving.
Do you ever go back and look at
old residential systems and shake
your head?
Absolutely. For me, when I look at a lot of
those systems, I think a lot of the issues
were that the industry moved too fast
without really educating installers at that
time. You do go back to systems and think,
how was it ever done like this? There was
such a big push. It was just about slapping
it on the roof and let’s get it done. Stricter
guidelines have made the industry clean
up a lot.
Have some customers who have heard
bad stories about solar hard to convert?
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They are beginning to understand the
industry has cleaned up a lot. They expect
a quality install, especially with the Clean
Energy Council bringing out the
authorised retailers list. It’s leaving out
these sales-based companies and leaving it
more to the little guy now. Your smaller
contractors are going to care a lot more
than a sales-based company. A little guy
will have a relationship with that client a
lot longer and want to maintain that
system. I don’t think people are as wary of
solar as they used to be.
Are these big sales companies still
an issue?
While there are rebates I think these
companies will always be around.
Do you think the Victorian decision to
increase rebates might have been an
opportunity to scrap rebates totally?
In my opinion if they did scrap the rebate
it would probably bring it down to a level
playing field where it would be open to
all installers and the quality of
residential systems would go to another
level again. It would weed out these
sales-based companies.

You’re in the big league now at Next
Generation Electrical. What size systems
are you doing?
It ranges from 50kW commercial systems to
60MW solar farms. We’re doing some pretty
serious stuff. You’ve got to have pretty high
expectations as a company to even get these
jobs, which we do.
Have you used bifacial modules yet?
I used bifacial on a shopping centre, on a
section of the roof where they painted the
roof reflective white. It seems to be going
well. When the sun hits the roof you get
the back gain off the panel, so if you’ve
got a 360-watt panel it becomes nearly
a 420-watt panel.
Are you installing much storage?
I’ve done a little bit, mainly hybrid
systems with Tesla batteries. We don’t
get that many inquiries on the
commercial side of things, but I still
get calls from previous [residential]
clients I’ve had about wanting to delve
into the battery market. That will be
the next wave of solar that will really
take off, when [batteries are] at an
affordable price.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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How long have you been in solar?
I’ve got to wind the clock back now, mate.
I think it was about 2010. I started out
as a contractor.

All Energy Australia
Booth NN123
23-24 October 2019

HUAWEI FUSIONSOLAR
THREE PHASE SMART INVERTERS

Residential String Inverter

Commercial String Inverter

SUN2000-5/6KTL-M0

SUN2000-8/10/12/15/17/20KTL-M0

Highly Efficient

Better Experience

98.6% max efficiency

17-25kg light and easy to install

Ultimate Safety

Battery Ready

Built-in arc fault protection

Plug & play battery interface
(Only for residential)

Investment Protection
Full 10 years manufacturer's warranty

Huawei Technologies (Australia) Pty Ltd.

http://solar.huawei.com/au/

Contact us: au_inverter_support@huawei.com

